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Abstract
In an effort to further mine safety and utilize the recent advances in fiber optic sensors’
distributed sensing capabilities, a research project at Montana Tech has deployed fiber optic
sensors in an underground environment. The method of Brillouin scattering that has documented
success in a mining environment will be used because it shows the greatest potential for
detecting both temperature and strain in the deployed environment, as well as the ability to
differentiate between the two. The primary objective of the Montana Tech research is to create a
scenario where the distributed sensing technology can be evaluated for its sensing capabilities in
a rugged underground environment, at the same time creating a protocol for this particular type
of sensor deployment.
A Ominsens DITEST signal interrogator, along with two strain sensing and two
temperature sensing cables will constitute the fiber optic sensor component, and an array of
documented point sensing instrumentation consisting of both strain and temperature sensors will
validate the FOS sensor data. Calibrations of the FOS cables were extensively conducted in a
Montana Tech laboratory to accuracy quantify the response of the FOS cables to strain and
temperature. All four FOS cables and traditional sensors were deployed around and through
boreholes in a structural pillar in the Underground Mine Education Center (UMEC).
During the 3-month long data collection campaign multiple events such as the
construction of the protective trench and the direct FOS cable to rock attachment allowed for indepth response analysis because the nature of the deployment area was static. A comparison of
the FOS data and the traditional sensory data showed that the strain detection of the FOS
technology was comparable to the traditional technologies in the microstrain range, however, the
FOS temperature data was not as accurate without a relative baseline. Comparing the two strain
cables showed similarities, with the Mil-Tec OCC cable being less expensive and easier to
repair. Of the two temperature sensing cables, only the Brugg T-85 temperature cable lasted
longer than a week and provided the only reliable temperature data.
The lessons learned throughout the UMEC deployment and data collection campaign
were compiled into a FOS deployment protocol in an effort to pass on the knowledge gained
from these experiences. From all of the data collected and comparisons made, the FOS cables
proved their durability and ability to detect environmental changes within +/-100 microstrain of
traditional sensors. Of the FOS cables deployed, the cable that demonstrated the overall best
value was the Mil-Tac OCC cable. Future research that could benefit FOS sensing the most
would be additional calibration research and deployment of the FOS cables to a site with less
static ground conditions.

Keywords: Fiber Optic Sensor – (FOS)
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1. Introduction
Aside from recently developed real-time radar systems that have been used to observe
patterns of displacement of the ground surface (for example, open pit mine slopes), the state of
the art in geotechnical and seismic monitoring is more-or-less limited to localized point
measurements. The advancement of specialized fiber optic systems allows for distributed sensing
along the entire length of the cable and has the potential to increase the spatial resolution of
temperature, deformation, and dynamic event sensing. Installation of these fiber optic cables
along rock faces underground and in boreholes allows collection of data from within the rock
mass as well as surficial measurements, enabling more comprehensive real-time monitoring than
traditional instruments. Researchers at Montana Tech have been working to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the emerging fiber-optic-based distributed strain and temperature (DST) and
distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) technologies in the mining environment, facilitating their
adoption by the mining industry and thereby contributing to mine safety.
A primary objective of the project is to demonstrate that the DST technology can be
effectively used in an underground mine, to reliably and accurately detect ground deformation of
different characters. To achieve this objective, multiple strands of strain-sensing cable have been
installed in an underground research facility on the Montana Tech campus, along the surfaces of
the drifts in different orientations and with different attachments (grout and epoxy), and in
grouted boreholes crossing diagonally through a pillar. Data produced from the deployed fiber
optic array are compared to the data produced by traditional instruments for validation and
evaluation of sensor accuracy. From the lessons and techniques learned during this deployment,
an underground fiber optic array protocol has been developed to aid engineers in the future
utilization of this tool. The focus of this thesis is the DST component of the project.
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A second objective of the project is to observe, document, and evaluate the ability of
DAS to detect and monitor ground vibrations in a mining setting. A companion thesis by Nik
Nesladek (2017) describes field trials that used a variety of vibration sources and compares the
vibrations detected with the fiber-optic cable deployed along, and within, the pillar to those
detected by traditional geophones.
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2. Background: Distributed Sensing using Fiber Optic Systems
Traditional sensors used in the underground mining industry are capable of collecting
strain, temperature, or acoustic data from a single point. The information provided by single
point sensing is limited to the direct vicinity of the instrumentation, and consequently, a multisensor array is necessary to measure data at multiple points. A distributed sensor, on the other
hand, is capable of collecting data along the entirety of its entire length, thereby increasing the
spatial resolution and amount of data that is collected. Specialized fiber optic sensors utilize
distributed sensor technology to collect temperature, ground deformation, and acoustic
(vibration) data depending on the desired information. The corresponding technologies are
referred to as distributed temperature sensing (DTS), distributed strain and temperature sensing
(DST), and distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) (Avi & Tun, 2016). Although these technologies
have been used successfully in other industries, they have yet to be adopted by the mining
industry. The main purpose of this project was to deploy a DST fiber optic system at the
Underground Mining Education Center (UMEC) located on the Montana Tech campus in Butte,
Montana, and demonstrate it can survive in an underground environment and provide useful
data, thereby demonstrating its potential to contribute to mine safety.
There are three types of systems employed for fiber optic distributed sensing: Rayleighscattering, Raman scattering, and Brillouin scattering. Although all three types of systems are
based on analysis of reflections (backscatter) of laser light along a fiber optic sensor, there are
differences with respect to wavelength and amplitude as illustrated in Figure 1. DAS systems are
based on Rayleigh backscatter measurements. Rayleigh scattering is measured at the same
wavelength as the incident laser light. Locations of perturbations in the fiber, which can be
associated with strain or temperature variations, can be detected by comparing the measured
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Rayleigh backscatter (RBS) to a reference RBS (Du, et al., 2017). The perturbations cause a shift
relative to the reference baseline. Since the backscatter is measured only at a single wavelength
distinguishing between different perturbation sources is difficult (Alden, 2011). Raman
scattering is measured at a different wavelength than that of the incident laser light. At specific
wavelengths, the backscattering signal’s intensity (amplitude) is linearly dependent on the
temperature, providing the basis for DTS systems (Avi, et al., 2016). A shortcoming of Raman
scattering analysis is the theoretical scanning limitation of around 8 kilometers (km), due to the
attenuation of the amplitude of the backscattered light with distance (Glisic & Inaudi, 2007).

Figure 1: Diagram showing the difference in wavelength and amplitude of the
backscattered light associated with the three different fiber optic technologies (Rayleigh,
Raman, and Brillouin). T = Temperature (Omnisens, 2000, pg 3)

Changes in density of the silica fiber that can be caused by strain and/or temperature
change produce Brillouin backscatter whose wavelength (and frequency) are influenced by the
magnitude of the density change. Brillouin-based sensing systems utilize a looped configuration
with two counter-propagating light signals, normally a pulsed pump and a continuous wave
probe. Figure 2 is a diagram of the signal interrogator and of the two counter propagating signals.
The two signals interact along the sensing optical fiber and at regular time intervals. The probe
signal may be amplified by the passing pump pulse depending on the frequencies of the two
signals. Recording the difference in frequency between the two signals, the Brillouin frequency
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shift (BFS) provides a numerical value of the amount of fiber reaction (i.e. amount of strain or
temperature change) and correlating this data to the time of flight of the signal provides the
position along the fiber (Avi et al., 2016). DST sensing systems were developed based on the idea
that the fiber’s BFS can be calibrated with the condition being measured, such as strain or
temperature. The BFS due to strain signals is usually in Gigahertz (GHz) and the BFS due to
temperature variation is usually in Megahertz (MHz). Unfortunately, the relative contributions to
the BFS can’t be isolated if both strain and temperature signals are present. Only half of the fiber
optic cable loop serves as a sensor because no BFS data are available for the half of the loop in
which the probe signal arrives before the pump signal. Nevertheless, DST sensing is attractive
because the amplitude of the BFS is not attenuated with distance, allowing for measurements
over very long distances.

Figure 2: Diagram of the two counter-propagating signals used in
Brillouin sensing equipment, (Omnisens, 2000, pg 5)

To become a valid alternative or supplement to traditional instrumentation and sensor
technologies, the characteristics of instrumented fiber optic sensors need to be clearly
demonstrated (Byoungho, 2002). Examples of the utility of Brillouin frequency based distributed
fiber optic sensors come from many engineering fields. The two tests conducted by Thevenaz, et
al., (1998) demonstrated the Brillouin frequency’s response to reproducible strain and
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environmental temperature. Strain response was conducted utilizing a static pulley and weight
system. Temperature response was also observed while scanning fibers deployed within the
concrete slabs of a dam and at the bottom of Lake Geneva (Thevenaz et al., 1998). A civil
engineering demonstration of distributed fiber optic sensors was the pilot application of Brillouin
optical time domain reflectometry to measure strain profiles along the steel girders of a
continuous slab-on-girder bridge subjected to diagnostic load testing. A tight buffered single
mode optical fiber was utilized and validated by both discrete deflection measurements
performed with a laser theodolite, and a three-dimensional finite-element analysis of the bridge
superstructure (Matta et al, 2008). In 2006, a distributed optical fiber array was used to detect
strain in a twin tunnel interaction in Singapore (Mohamad et al., 2012). This monitoring
consisted of deploying strain sensitive fiber optic cables at selected intervals in the concrete
tunnel liner. Validation of the fiber optic data was provided by a tape extensometer as well as the
comparison of symmetrical tunnel distortion models, and the basic differential equation for a
circular arch. An example of the use of distributed fiber optic sensors for monitoring industrial
materials was conducted by Ito et al. (2014), who measured the cure strain in carbon-fiberreinforced plastic laminates. This experiment included the utilization of both a strain sensing
fiber and temperature sensing fiber that were validated against thermocouple data and finite
element modeling analyses. Applications of distributed Brillouin fiber optic sensing along subsea
pipelines were described by Feng et al. (2017), who were interested in detecting buckling of oil
pipes in the ocean and explored the option of deploying extended distributed fiber optic sensors.
Data collected from the fibers were validated by direct measurements taken from a load cell.
These studies are demonstrations of the effectiveness of distributed Brillouin frequency
fiber optic sensing in tunneling, bridge construction, dam construction, oil pipelines, and carbon-
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fiber-reinforced plastics. All provide evidence to support the abilities of the Brillouin-based DST
fiber optic systems to detect strain and temperature with additional validation
equipment/methods in place.
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3. Research Objectives
While the ultimate test of this technology would involve instrumentation deployment at an
operating mine with active ground conditions, the research described in the thesis is focused on
the first step: to deploy underground in a safe and controlled environment.
The main objectives of the research were:
1. To evaluate the ability of the DST technology to sense strain and temperature
signals, in multiple attachment scenarios: grout, epoxy, and mechanical point
attachment. Beyond a simple demonstration of this distributed sensing technology
in an underground environment, multiple working baselines are set to demonstrate
the effects of direct fiber attachment as well as allow for ground deformation
sensing in the strain fiber sets.
2. To develop a deployment protocol to streamline instrumentation, increase
survivability in a rugged setting, and facilitate data collection on multiple types of
distributed sensor arrays. A primary objective of this demonstration was to
develop an instrumentation protocol that can be adopted to efficiently install a
fiber optic DST array in an underground mine setting. The instrumentation
protocol begins at the site inspection level and continues through to the
attachment of the fiber optic cable to the selected rock surfaces, protection of the
fiber while in place, data collection, and resulting analysis. This protocol is
supported by methods and techniques learned in the underground deployment on
the Montana Tech campus, as this research project involved substantial design
and the deployment of these designs.
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Secondary components of the project are:
1. To compare data collected using the fiber optic system to data collected using
traditional instrumentation. Traditional sensing equipment such as
thermocouples, strain gauges, and time domain reflectometry cables provided the
comparable data sets.
2. To compare the performance of different brands/types of fiber optic cables.
Performance of less expensive domestically manufactured fiber optic cables were
compared to the more established cables manufactured by the Swiss company,
Brugg. Two different brands of strain and temperature sensing cables were
deployed in the same physical location and tested in the same and manner in order
to perform the comparison.
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4. Project Technologies
This research involved deploying both fiber optic and traditional instruments then
comparing the collected data. The main components of the fiber optic system are the Omnisens
DITEST STA-R Series Brillouin Optical Time-Domain Analyzer and fiber optic cables
specifically designed to sense strain and temperature. Traditional sensory equipment included
foil strain gages, thermocouples, time domain reflectometry cables, and a tape extensometer
array. The fiber optic and traditional instruments used in this study are described in the following
subsections.
Note that while the fiber optic technologies are configured to provide distance data in
metric units, some of the other technologies provided data in English units. Since it is most
appropriate to present data in their native units, a mixture of metric and English units is found in
this document. In some instances, length measurements are provided in multiple units for clarity.

4.1.

Fiber Optic System

The fiber optic system used was the Omnisens DITEST STA-R Series Brillouin Optical
Time-Domain Analyzer. This DST sensing system employs a looped configuration of singlemode fiber-optic cable to calculate the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) of the laser light passing
through the host silica fiber. Within the DITEST system are both the pump and probe lasers as
well as the proprietary software needed to configure the entire system to accomplish distributed
sensing. The DITEST analyzer determines the Brillouin frequency shift along the entirety of the
viewable sensor at spatial increments as close as 0.10 meters.
Two strain sensing fiber optic cables were chosen for use in this project. The BRUsens
V9 strain cable and the OCC’s D-series Distribution Mil-Tac cable, both of which are terminated
with E-2000 optical fiber connnectors. The BRUsens V9 strain cable (designated as
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Brugg_Strain) consists of a flexible polyurethane sheath encasing a metal tube that is gel bonded
to the central single mode glass fiber with a listed optical range of 1% strain or 10000
microstrain (BRUsens strain V9., 2011). Single mode fiber optic cables propagate one mode of
light along their length while multimode cables commonly used in telecommunications allow
multiple modes of light to propagate. With only one propagating mode of light, fewer reflections
of the signal are created which lowers attenuation and allows for further signal travel (“Single
Mode vs. Multi-Mode Fiber Optic Cable,” 2018). The lower cost OCC D-series Distribution MilTac cable (OCC_Strain) contains two single and two multimode fibers tightly buffered within an
aramid strength member encapsulated by a polyurethane jacket. Only one of the single mode
fibers was connected and used throughout this experiment, although the other was terminated
and could have been used as a backup sensor. Each strain sensor constitutes a continuous loop
from the DITEST signal analyzer connected to a spool of “lead-in” cable. The primary purpose
of attaching lead-in cable at the end of a fiber sensor is to delay the arrival of the probe by
extending the length of its path, effectively extending the measurable sensing length to include
all or most of the sensory cables. The lead-in cable used in the UMEC experiment is a loose tube
single mode cable manufactured by Corning selected for ease of splicing and its very low cost.
Brillouin distributed fiber optic sensors are sensitive to both strain and temperature,
making a change in temperature indistinguishable from a change in strain. This cross sensitivity
introduces errors when monitoring strain (Da-Peng et al., 2013). Temperature correction of the
strain signal can be done if an independent temperature-sensing cable is deployed along the
strain sensing cable (Thevenaz et al., 1998). To provide this correction as well as an additional
fiber comparison, two temperature sensitive fiber optic cables (the Brugg Temp-85 cable and the
Corning FREEDM LST cable) were deployed near the strain cables. Temperature sensing cables
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are designed such that the glass fiber is loose within its protective sheath minimizing the
influence of strain. The Brugg T-85 cable contains four single mode fiber sets which can be
utilized. The Corning FREEDM LST cable contains two sets of single mode fibers. Additional
physical descriptions are available in Table I.

Parameter
Brand
Name
Fiber sets
Color
Diameter

Brugg
BRUsens V9
1 SM
Blue
5 mm

Cable Make-up Bonded core

4.2.

Table I: Physical Cable Specifications
Strain
Temperature
OCC
Brugg
Corning
Mil-Tac D series
Temp-85
Freedm
2 Sm, 2 MM
4 SM
2 Sm, 2 MM
Black
Red
Black
7 mm
5 mm
10 mm
Armored loose core
Armored loose core
Core-locked tight bufferd
metal wrapped
non-metal wrapped

Leadin
Corning
Simplex
1 SM
Yellow
4 mm
loose tube

Traditional Instrumentation

A variety of commonly used instruments were selected to collect data that could be
compared to the data collected using the fiber optic DST system for validation purposes.
Reflecting the two types of strain and temperature sensing fiber optic cables, multiple traditional
technologies were chosen, some of which measure strain or displacement and two that measure
temperature. Temperature validation is essential to the accuracy of the project for two reasons.
First, it is anticipated that the majority of the signals detected will be associated with temperature
change rather than strain. Second, in order to isolate the strain signal, the stronger temperature
signal must be separated and the temperature readings validated with secondary technology to
support those findings. An assortment of traditional technologies with a variety of differing
detection limits were selected: a tape extensometer, time domain reflectometry cable, foil strain
gauges, rock strain strips (ROSSes), thermocouples, and HOBO Tidbit temperature loggers. All
of these instruments are relatively easy to learn and deploy, low cost, and available at Montana
Tech.
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4.2.1. Strain Sensing & Displacement Sensing Devices
Tape extensometers measure distance between pins deployed at fixed positions along
rock surfaces with displacement interpreted as change in distance. Similar to the study described
by Mohammad et al. (2012) for a tunnel excavation scenario, tape extensometer data were
collected for comparison with the fiber optic cable data. A drawback of this technology is that
rather large displacements are needed to detect movement and are not likely to be observed in the
UMEC (Underground Mine Education Center) facility. Figure 3 (left) shows the tape
extensometer used in the study, a Geokon Model 1610.
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) was first developed to detect faults along power
transmission lines and has also been employed to monitor movement of rock and soil slopes for
decades (Williams, 2000). A TDR instrument works by sending a series of electrical pulses
through a coaxial cable and using the rebounding time of the reflected signals to determine the
location of physical cable abnormalities, such as faults in the cable caused by ground
movements. Figure 3 (right) shows the Megger CFL535F TDR device used in the project on loan
from the National Institute of Safety and Health (NIOSH) Spokane Research Laboratory (SRL).

Figure 3: Geokon Model 1610 tape extensometer (left), Megger CFL535F time domain reflectometry device
(right) used in the UMEC experiment

A strain gauge is a point sensor which measures strain by changes in electrical resistance
(What is a Strain Gauge?, 2018). In this project, six standard foil strain gauges were epoxied to
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the fiber optic cable as shown in Figure 4 (left), and data were collected using a Vishay Series
7000 signal interrogator and a portable computer running the StrainSmart software. This
technology provides high accuracy and comparable data sets, but requires a separate wire
connection to every sensor deployed and these wires are vulnerable to damage.
The Rock Strain Strip (ROSS) was designed by an engineering team from the NIOSH
SRL (Signer & Sunderman, 2004). The ROSS is constructed of a thin (0.06”) type 304 stainless
steel plate that is 48” long and 1.3” wide, with sets of metal teeth twisted 60º every 12”, as
shown in Figure 4 (right). Installed midway between the sets of teeth on both sides of the ROSS
are pairs of 350-ohm high elongation strain gauges. The opposing pairs of mounted strain gauges
allow for the identification and correction of the physical bending of the ROSS. Because the
testing apparatus used for calibration of the instruments was not large enough to fit the entire 48”
ROSS, the ROSSes used for this project have a reduced total length of 36” and only 3 pairs of
strain gauges. A minor drawback of this instrument is the vulnerability of the attached wires
needed for each of the strain gauges to operate.

Figure 4: Image of foil strain gauge deployed on fiber optic cable (left), rock strain strip (ROSS)
(right)

4.2.2. Temperature Sensing Devices
A thermocouple is a point sensing temperature collecting device that uses the
thermoelectric effect to create a temperature dependent voltage that can be converted to absolute
temperature. Copper and constantan wires are soldered to create a junction where the voltage
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occurs and the signal is interrogated with a Vishay Series 7000 system. For this demonstration,
Type T thermocouples (shown in Figure 5, left) were used because they are designed for harsh
environments and have a large temperature range.
The HOBO Onset Tidbit v2 Temperature Logger (shown in figure 5, right) is a point
temperature sensing instrument with an accuracy of ±1.0 ºF and an operational range of 4 °F to
158 °F (TidbiT® v2 Temp Logger, 2017). HOBOware software is used to program the devices
to record temperature data at specific time intervals, and to extract data after deployment.

Figure 5: T-type Thermocouple (left), HOBO Tidbit data logger (right)
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5. Instrumentation Preparation & Calibration
Prior to field deployment, all of the fiber optic cables were prepared and calibrated.
Several of the traditional instruments required preparation and calibration as well. The
techniques and processes are described in the following sections.

5.1.

Fiber Optic Cable Splicing

Preparing the fiber optic cables consisted of cutting them to specific lengths and attaching
terminations and/or other cable segments using a process referred to as “fusion splicing.” Fusion
splicing uses a temperature of approximately 2000˚C generated by an electric arc to melt and
fuse two glass fibers together end to end with fiber cores aligned (Fusion Splicing, 2009).
Splicing was done with a Fujikura 30S Arc Fusion Splicer and vinyl tubing was used to protect
each splice.

5.2.

Cable Calibration

Separate calibration experiments were conducted for the two types of sensory cables
(strain and temperature). Both experiments involved inducing a stimulation along a
predetermined section of cable to create and measure the internal fiber’s response to the
stimulus. The DITEST system displays data as a 1-meter running average so the sections of cable
subjected to stimuli were a minimum of 3 meters (10 feet) in length. The measured response to
the stimulus (Brillouin frequency shift) is a function of the change in density of the fiber due to
either mechanical strain or temperature change and, ideally, this relationship can be characterized
using a linear relationship:
y = mx + b
where
y = measured absolute Brillouin frequency shift [GHz] or [MHz]

(1)
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x = induced strain or temperature [%ɛ] or [˚F]
m = slope [GHz/%ɛ] or [MHz/˚F]
b = intercept [GHz] or [MHz]
The slope (m) and intercept (b) are the calibration parameters. Table II displays the
calibrated responses of the sensing fibers in the four different cables being used in the UMEC
deployment. Inverting equation 1 to solve for the detected stimuli in a fiber produces the
following equation 2 that becomes a means of converting a measured BFS to a corresponding
stimulus (strain or temperature) value:
x=(y-b)/m

(2)

Table II: Calibration parameters associated with the sensing fibers in the four different types of cables, as
determined from calibration experiments
Strain
Brugg Brusens V9 OCC Mil-Tac

Cable

Cable

Temperature
Brugg Temp 85 Corning FREEDM LST

Slope [GHz/% strain]

32.74

42.71

Slope [MHz/˚F]

1.01

0.66

Intercept [GHz]

10.52

10.86

Intercept [MHz]

10,640

10,771

5.2.1. Strain Calibration Experiment
The strain calibration process had the goal of finding a linear relationship between
induced tensile strain and the strain sensitive fiber’s Brillouin frequency response. To achieve the
elongation scenario, the sensing cables were stretched between two special cable clamps
manufactured by the Swiss company, Brugg. The two-clamp system is referred to as a “strain
board,” shown in Figure 6. The length of the tested segments was 3.3 meters. Cable segments
near both ends and the center of the sensing cable were subjected to tensile strain in an attempt to
identify calibration parameters that would be representative of the entire sensor. A baseline scan
was taken before any movement was initiated and then scans were made at increasing elongation
values up to roughly 13 millimeters (mm) of extension of the fiber section. This value of
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elongation allowed for generation of a signal large enough to be detected, but below the 1%
breaking strain rating. The induced strain values were calculated by dividing each elongation
value by the distance between the clamps (3300 mm). The calculated strain values and
corresponding Brillouin frequency shift values were plotted using Excel and the software’s builtin linear equation functions were used to calculate the slope, y-intercept, and correlation
coefficient of the best fit trendline. A slope value was calculated from the data collected from
each sensing positon on the particular cable subjected to strain; these values were then averaged
with all of the other slope values produced during similar strain experiments on other sections of
the cable. The same was then done for the corresponding y-intercepts values, producing a pair of
calibration parameters (m and b) representative of the cable sensor. With each data collection
point along a fiber being slightly unique in its response, this method of averaging the reaction of
all the points to determine an overall slope value introduces slight error into the analysis, but is
more practical than using a different set of parameters for each 10-cm segment of cable.
Table III contains an example of the data collected during the strain experiments, which
are plotted in Figure 7. Testing was conducted on the strain board by clamping the sensing cable
(in this case, the Brugg_Strain cable) at two positions (in this case, 2.57 mm to 3.69 mm) and
pulling the cable tight. A baseline scan was then run at this “zero strain” position, which is
shown in blue. As increasing levels of strain are applied and scans taken, the BFS levels can
been seen in Figure 7 as the yellow, gray, and orange lines. The scans do show an increase in
BFS at the increased levels of strain, but not in a completely consistent manner, illustrating the
difficulty of accurately representing the fiber optic sensor’s response to strain. A perfect response
would appear as a series of lines following the same horizontal pattern and vertically offset.
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Figure 6: Strain board
Table III: Data produced by
Brugg_Strain calibration experiment
SB Length (mm)
Strain (uE)
Strain (E)
Lengthening (mm)
2.573
2.675
2.777
2.879
2.981
3.083
3.185
3.287
3.390
3.492
3.594
3.696

3300.00
0.000
0.000
0.000
10.557
10.560
10.562
10.564
10.566
10.568
10.570
10.572
10.574
10.576
10.577
10.578

Position: Proximal
1833.333 2181.818 2545.455
0.002
0.002
0.003
6.050
7.200
8.400
10.560 10.560 10.562
10.564 10.565 10.567
10.569 10.570 10.574
10.576 10.580 10.589
10.585 10.595 10.613
10.595 10.609 10.629
10.603 10.620 10.641
10.609 10.626 10.645
10.613 10.629 10.647
10.615 10.631 10.648
10.616 10.631 10.648
10.616 10.632 10.649

Figure 7: Brillouin frequency shift measured in the
Brugg_Strain plotted relative to position along the fiber,
for four different values of induced strain

One variable that was difficult to control and made it difficult to perform accurate fiber
characterization was “slack” in the cable. Data points corresponding to the first several scans
taken while the sensing cable was being stretched were removed because the response was
nonlinear until the slack was gone. Rarely were other erratic data points observed and these
points were omitted.
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The graphs in Figure 8 display the data and linear best fit trend line associated with the
response of one segment of each of the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain-sensing cables to the
strain calibration test. During this test, seven strain scans were taken at different elongations. For
the Brugg V9 cable segments, only four data points are visible because the first three
measurements did not produce a linear response due to slack and were omitted. For the OCC
segments, six of seven measurements are visible with the first not producing a linear response.
The slopes of the trendlines produced by the data sets were 30.575 GHz/strain for the Brugg
segment and 42.833 GHz/strain for the OCC segment.

Figure 8: Plots of Brillouin frequency vs. amount of induced strain for segments of the Brugg_Strain (left)
and OCC_Strain (right) sensors

5.2.2. Temperature Calibration Experiment
The temperature calibration experiment had the goal of finding a linear relationship
between the temperature sensing fiber’s response and an induced change in temperature. This
goal was physically achieved by submerging 6-meter-long loops of cable in a 19-gallon insulated
cooler that contained water heated with an Aqueon PRO 150 aquarium heater, as shown in
Figure 9. The experiment began with the water at 60˚F and the water was heated to a final
temperature of 89˚F. Scans were taken at ten minute intervals throughout an 8-hour heating
process and the HOBO Tidbit temperature logger provided corresponding temperature data.
Temperature data were then time matched to the Brillouin frequency response of the fiber along
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the submerged segments. Plotting the relative data allows for the slope and y-intercept of the
fiber’s linear response to temperature to be determined.

Figure 9: Brugg T-85 cable placed in the water bath

Selection of accurate temperature response was done by narrowing the working data to
the fiber lengths that were completely submerged in the water bath and using the scans that
demonstrated a linear response to the increased temperature. Similar to the strain sensor
calibrations, the middle and each end of the temperature-sensing cable sensors were subjected to
the calibration experiment in order to identify each fiber sensor’s response to temperature. Error
was introduced during the experiment by not applying the temperature increase in smaller
increments and not allowing the sensors deployed in the baths to equilibrate to each increment of
temperature increase. Therefore, the response collected from the fibers may not be the correct
response for that particular temperature. The same method of averaging of slopes and intercept
values used with the strain cables was used with the temperature data sets to attempt to establish
parameters representative of the entire sensor’s response to temperature changes.
Table IV displays data from the Brugg_Temperature sensor calibration, which are plotted
in Figure 10. The increasing Brillouin frequency observed in the scans demonstrates a semilinear response to the increased water temperatures. The plots in Figure 11 show the data and
corresponding linear best fit trend lines associated with the response of one position on each of
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the Brugg T-85 and Corning Freedm temperature-sensing cables to the temperature calibration
test. Although the two plots display some range in the responses, the high correlation coefficients
(R2>0.95) suggest that the response is quite linear. For these particular plots, the slope of the
fiber responses are 1.01 MHz/˚F for the Brugg T-85 and 0.66 MHz/˚F for the Corning Freedm
sensor.

Table IV: Brugg_Temperature data collected
from the calibration experiment
Brugg T-85 Temp
Temperature (˚F)
Date
11/12/15 2:28 PM
84.362
11/12/15 2:18 PM
83.601
11/12/15 2:07 PM
82.441
11/12/15 1:57 PM
81.642
11/12/15 1:37 PM
80.096
11/12/15 1:27 PM
79.304
11/12/15 1:17 PM
78.471
11/12/15 1:07 PM
77.684
11/12/15 12:57 PM
76.854
11/12/15 12:36 PM
75.290
11/12/15 12:26 PM
74.467
11/12/15 12:16 PM
73.688
11/12/15 12:06 PM
72.869
11/12/15 11:56 AM
72.050
11/12/15 11:46 AM
71.231

5.072
10.719
10.719
10.718
10.716
10.715
10.715
10.713
10.713
10.712
10.710
10.709
10.708
10.708
10.706
10.706

Cable Position (m)
5.480
5.889
10.720
10.721
10.720
10.720
10.719
10.720
10.717
10.718
10.716
10.717
10.716
10.716
10.715
10.715
10.714
10.715
10.713
10.714
10.711
10.712
10.710
10.711
10.710
10.710
10.708
10.709
10.707
10.707
10.707
10.708

6.297
10.721
10.720
10.719
10.718
10.716
10.716
10.715
10.714
10.714
10.711
10.711
10.709
10.709
10.708
10.707

6.706
10.719
10.718
10.717
10.717
10.715
10.714
10.713
10.712
10.712
10.710
10.709
10.708
10.707
10.706
10.706

Figure 10: Plot of the Brugg T-85 response to the
increases in water temperature at 9 positons along
the fiber (legend shows water temperature in ˚F)

Figure 11: Plots of the Brillouin frequency shift vs. water temperature with a best fit trendline for the
temperature calibration experiment, associated with the Brugg T-85 (left) and Corning Freedm (right)
sensors

5.3.

Testing of Validation Technology

Testing of the validation technology was necessary as the several outcomes of the
deployment require comparison between the fiber optic sensor data and deployed traditional
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technologies. Although the Rock Strain Strips (ROSSes) are designed to display uniform
response to strain, it is prudent to verify prior to deployment. To test the response, a tensile
loading test was conducted on an instrumented ROSS using a tensile loading frame belonging to
Montana Tech’s Center for Advanced Material Processing. Machine size constraints required the
cutting a ROSS from its original 48” length to a 36” length. A Vishay 6000 signal interrogator
was used to record the strain gauges’ response as the tensile strain on the ROSS was increased.
Two tests were conducted and both started with the ROSS in minor compression and ended
when roughly 977 pounds of tensile acting load had been induced. A plot of the strain gauges’
response compared to the induced strain is included in Figure 12. Induced strain was calculated
by the change in length over the ROSS instrument and shown in microstrain. The average slope
of the data sets is 1.40.

Figure 12: Results of the tensile strain test upon a ROSS. The strain gauge reaction (x)
is plotted relative to the amount of induced tensile strain (y)

The temperature measuring capability of the Omega Type-T thermocouple wires while
encased in cement grout was verified in the laboratory prior to deployment. The experiment
consisted of installing three T-type thermocouples at varying distances away from an Easy Heat
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120v gutter tape in a 5-gallon bucket that was later filled to the top with Quikrete fast setting
concrete. Several baseline scans of the thermocouples were taken prior to the concrete being
poured. After letting the concrete cure for 24 hours, the deployed heat tape was turned on to
begin the heating and scans of the thermocouples were taken every 10 minutes. Results of the
test were satisfactory because it took the heat tape approximately 20 minutes to heat the concrete
mass to a point that the thermocouples could begin to detect increases in temperature at all
distances away from the heat source. This experiment also verified that Easy Heat tape could be
cemented in place in the field to aid in the heat inducing experiment discussed in section 7.3.
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6. Underground Field Experiment
After completion of the laboratory calibration tests and construction of the necessary
deployment tools, installment of the sensor arrays into their final sensing positions within the
Underground Mining Education Center (UMEC) was initiated. Included in this sensor instrument
installation process were: a site inspection, sensor array design, site preparation, and sensor
deployment. The post deployment status of the instrumentation is also discussed.

6.1.

Site Description

The site for this experiment is the UMEC located on the grounds of Montana Tech just
west of HPER building as shown in Figure 13. The UMEC joins the historic Orphan Boy and
Orphan Girl mines 100 feet below the ground level; this facility includes both original mine
drifts (blue) and new ones (black) developed. In the plot contained in Figure 13, the full extent of
the UMEC underground workings are displayed. Red ovals are used to indicate the main UMEC
entrance and the Orphan Boy shaft area where the main sensing equipment was housed.

North

Figure 13: Diagram of the Underground Mine Educational Center’s (UMEC)
underground workings; blue-outlined tunnels are historic mine drifts
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During 2013 excavation of the decline that connects the historic Orphan Boy mine
workings on the 100-foot level to the ground surface, a central support pillar was formed by the
workings. The west and north sides of the pillar were formed by historic Orphan Boy Mine
workings on the 100-foot level, with the north side being reopened by work from the Montana
Tech underground mining class. The south side of the pillar was excavated as part of the main
decline. Excavation of the east sides of the pillar was done by UMEC personnel and students
participating in the underground mining class. There is not complete 360° access to the pillar
because part of the historic mine openings on the northwest side of the pillar collapsed and have
not been re-excavated. In Figure 13, the red box with the arrow points to the location of the
pillar, which was selected as the site of the fiber optic instrumentation.
The pillar is roughly 65 feet (19 meters) wide east to west and 96 feet (29 meters) wide
north to south. It sits approximately 85 feet (25 meters) to 100 feet (30 meters) below the ground
surface, with the west side being deepest. To gain internal access to the pillar, two boreholes
were drilled by Larry Hoffman, in spring of 2015 using a long-hole drill. Orientation of the
boreholes was chosen in a diagonal pattern to allow deployment of the fibers in an orientation
intended to aid in DAS data collection. The boreholes are 3.5 in diameter with borehole #1
(BH1) having a length of 100 feet and borehole #2 (BH2) 96 feet as shown in Figure 14.
Internally, BH1 plunges at a 1-3º angle in a southwest direction, and BH2 plunges at a 5-8º angle
to the northwest. There is one area of additional weathering that crosses through the pillar at the
southwest corner and it cuts through the pillar with a due north trend. It is not visible in the
underground workings as concrete has been placed to provide support to surrounding workings,
but was identified through the use of a borehole camera.
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Figure 14: Diagram of the instrumented UMEC pillar illustrating the cable route with
key distances provided in feet (top), diagram of the pillar showing zones of direct cable to
rock attachment (bottom), with green color representing epoxy attachment, and red
indicating grout cement attachment

Butte granite composes the entirety of the pillar. Due to the shallow depth of the pillar,
multiple zones of weathering from percolating groundwater exist. Weathering extent ranges from
I (fresh) to V (completely weathered) using the Geological Society of London’s six grades of
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weathering (Goodman, 1993). The degree of weathering in the pillar rock is predominantly grade
II (Slightly Weathered), which is a competent grade. Rock samples from within and around the
pillar were collected and tested in the Montana Tech geomechanics lab. Since samples at and
above grades IV were not structurally competent, field samples were only taken from grades IIII, with the samples being predominantly grade II samples. These samples were prepared to
ASTM standards and subjected to quantitative Brazilian tensile strength tests, Uniaxial
Compression Strength (UCS) tests, triaxial compression tests, ultrasonic velocity (ULT) tests,
and point load tests. Data are included in Appendix F. The following list summarizes the most
important of these tests:
•

The tensile strength calculated from twelve Brazilian tests ranged from 850 psi to
1450 psi with an average of 1240 psi;

•

Four UCS tests were conducted with values ranging from 7334 psi to 7913 psi
and an average of 7623 psi;

•

Four triaxial tests produced a friction angle of 52º and a corresponding cohesion
of 3543 psi;

•

Values for Poisson’s ratio generated by eight ULT tests ranged from 0.29 to 0.35
with an average of 0.32; and,

•

An average of the dynamic modulus of elasticity was calculated from the ULT
test at 31,200 MPa.

6.2.

Design/Layout

6.2.1. Cable & Sensor Arrays
The designs of the sensor arrays were planned to maximize the sensing potential of the
fiber optic cables, which included continuous attachment to the pillar ribs and through boreholes,
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at the same time allowing for validation technology to be deployed in the areas of likely
environmental change. The two diagonal boreholes were designed to optimize sensitivity to the
acoustic energy running parallel to the cable for the DAS experiment, based on the experience of
colleague Dr. Herb Wang in which poor results were observed when the cables were oriented
perpendicular to the direction of travel of the seismic waves.
A counterclockwise cable array design (Figure 14) utilized the exposed pillar effectively
and incorporated the necessary loop in the cable. All laser signals originate within the DITEST
signal interrogator that is located in the electrical room near the Orphan Boy Shaft and connected
to a multiple channel switch with three meters of Corning Freedm cable. Each of the four sensor
cables leaves the electrical room through a hole in the wall over the door frame and runs
eastward along the rib where the cables are attached to local water and air hoses with zip ties at a
height of approximately 1.5 meters from the floor of the drift.
•

All four cables continue along the rib of the main drift for 25 meters until the cables
come to the south side of the pillar where the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables are
epoxied and mechanically anchored to the ribs at a height of 0.76 meters for a length of
7.9 meters in an easterly direction. Outlines of the of the sensor cable paths and distances
of attachments are displayed in Figure 14 (top).

•

At the southeast corner of the pillar, all four cables are contained in a protective hose
casing that continues counterclockwise (north) along the east side of the pillar for an
additional 7.9 meters. Leaving this protective case, the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain
cables are attached to the rock with mechanical point anchors at intervals of 1.5 meters
and 3.0 meters over a length of 6.0 meters along the east wall of the pillar. The Brugg T85 and Corning Freedm temperature cables are zip tied to the protective mesh near the
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attached strain cables along all rib segments. Figure 14 (bottom) illustrates where the
cables are directly attached to the pillar.
•

Farthest to the north along the same east side of the pillar, both strain fibers are grouted
with cement to the rib at a height of 1.2 meters for a distance of 4.8 meters. After this
grouted section, the strain fibers are mechanically pinned to the rib at a height of 1.2
meters at intervals of 1.5 meters and 3 meters for a total distance of 4.5 meters, then grout
cemented to the ribs for the north most 3.3 meters of the east side of the pillar.

•

All four sensor cables come together at the northeast corner of the pillar. The cables are
connected to prefabricated spacers placed at roughly 1.5 meter intervals throughout both
boreholes.

•

Exiting BH1 30 meters away at the southwest corner of the pillar, all four cables are
bundled together and enter a protective hose for a length of 10 meters running eastward
along the route wall a second time. Zip ties keep the cables held tightly to the protective
mesh until the cables arrive at the southeast corner of the pillar.

•

Repeating a very similar pattern to the previous east wall attachment sequence, the
Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables are attached to the ribs at 1.5 to 3 intervals with
mechanical point anchors and after 6.0 meters (20 feet) the cables are cement grouted to
the ribs for a length of 4.26 meters. In the next segment, the strain cables are attached to
the ribs for lengths of 1.5 to 3 meters over a total distance of 7.6 meters. For the final 4.5
meters of the east side of the pillar, all four cables are reunited and attached high on the
rib to the chain link mesh with zip ties.

•

Directly adjacent to the northeast entrance of BH1, 7.98 meters of excess Brugg T-85 and
24 meters of Corning Freedm cable are coiled and attached to the wire mesh. From these
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coils, all four of the cables meet up and run to the west, first within a protective hose for
1.2 meters, then within a concrete filled trench along the base of the north wall.
•

The length of the trench is approximately 12 meters and the four cables continue directly
from the trench into the northwest end of BH2.

•

BH2 runs 29 meters from the northwest to southeast. A 76-mm diameter steel pipe was
placed into the last 3.3 meters in the southeast end of BH2 for the strain experiment, with
the cables passing through the pipe.

•

Exiting BH2, the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables are fitted into a groove cut into
the pillar using a masonry chainsaw at a distance of about 0.9 meters above the floor of
the drift at the southeast corner of the pillar and epoxied in place for a length of 7.9
meters. Running toward the west along the south side of the pillar, the cables are zip tied
together high on the rib returning to the electrical room 27 meters to the west. Excess
cable is coiled and zip tied to the chain link along the rib just outside the electrical room.

•

In the electrical room, all of the cables reconnect to the switch, which in turn connects to
the DITEST, completing the loop.
6.2.2. Traditional Instrumentation
Multiple types of traditional instruments were deployed throughout the UMEC pillar site

to provide data for comparison with the fiber optic data sets. Positioning and installation of the
instruments was done in a way that maximized each instrument’s sensory and validation
potential.
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Figure 15: Graphic of BH1 organization (above), BH2 organization (bottom) with all instruments
indicated in plan view and in cross-section with the outer spacer

Three extensometer arrays were created by the placement of pins into the pillar ribs at
locations in proximity to the fiber array as well as across the drift to check any lateral movement.
Extensometer arrays were located on the south side, east side, and north side of the pillar to
validate any directional ground displacements in the pillar area. Each array consisted of 10-15
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pins spaced at intervals between 1.5 and 7.6 meters apart. Three Rock Strain Strips (ROSSes)
were deployed in the boreholes with the positions being 13 meters from the southwest end of
BH1, 15 meters from the southeast end of BH2, and 3.3 meters from the southeast end of BH2.
Six foil strain gauges were deployed directly onto the sensor cables, in the same approximate
locations as the ROSSes. TDR cables were deployed through both boreholes. Thermocouples
were deployed at 7.6 meter intervals within both boreholes, and moveable HOBO Tidbit
temperature loggers have been deployed at several locations around the pillar. Exact positions of
the traditional technologies as they relate to the fiber sensors are provided in Table IV.
Figure 15 shows two drawings of the boreholes as they were designed. Boreholes #1 and
#2 are displayed in a plan view, with a side view of the deployed outer spacer design showing
sensor cables positions included on each design sketch. The distances marked out were the
original design distances and are not the actual installation location; however, the figures are
helpful in showing the large number of instruments being deployed at various lengths within the
two boreholes.

6.3.

Site Preparation

After the initial site investigation, several site preparation steps were taken. The first step
was to confirm end-to-end communication of the boreholes that had been drilled a year prior.
Figure 16 (left) shows a borehole camera image used to confirm that the boreholes were not
blocked and to observe the condition of the borehole walls. Locating the northwest end of BH2
proved difficult because it was located very low on the rib and material had sloughed in during
recent excavations in the area and water was used to flush out the material and locate the end of
the borehole.
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Due to the weathering and semi blocky nature of the rock, some portions of the ribs on
the sides of the pillar were not suitable for direct contact. To create zones of continuous
attachment, two parallel grooves were cut into the exposed sides of the UMEC pillar. Utilizing
an ICS 695F4 masonry chainsaw (Figure 16, right), two 6.3 mm (1/4”) wide by 12 mm (1/2”)
deep grooves were cut over a length of 60 meters of the exposed pillar surfaces. Segments
designated for direct cable attachment were additionally cleaned with a metal wire brush.

Figure 16: Image from borehole camera BH1(left), masonry chainsaw used in UMEC (right)

6.4.

Deployment Equipment Design: Borehole Cable Spacers

To achieve specific borehole cable configurations, in-house-designed cable separators
called “spacers,” were deployed. Spacers were designed using AutoCAD’s 3D capabilities and
printed on Montana Tech’s LulzBot Taz 6 3-D printers. In addition to the organizational
characteristics, the two scenarios that shaped the final spacer designs were; 1) maximized contact
between cable and the rock walls of the borehole; and, 2) complete encasement of the sensing
cables by the cement grout while deployed in the boreholes. Two distinctly different spacer
designs were used to achieve these scenarios.
The “outer spacer design” pictured in Figure 17 (left) had the objective of pressing the
cable sets directly to the borehole sides to promote transmitting of strain, temperature, and
vibrations from the rock to the cable. This spacer design has an open center to allow grout to
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pass easily and two individual 6.3 mm (¼”) thick pieces with an outer diameter of 83 mm (3.3”).
Stabilization of the spacers was achieved by the addition of three 76 mm (3”) long threaded steel
rods epoxied into holes drilled through the 3-D spacers. Deployment of the outer spacers was
done in pairs as illustrated in Figure 17 (center), with the cables fitting into the grooves on the
outside of the spacer and electrical tape being used to hold the cables in place. The outer design
spacers are positioned at approximately 1.5 meter intervals along the entire length of BH1 and
the last 12 meters of the southeast end of BH2 (excluding the last 4.5 meters due to the steel
pipe). Validation equipment is installed alongside the cable array with the spacers acting as
attachment anchors or fixtures for the thermocouples, TDR cables, and strain gauges. Due to the
toothed design of the ROSSes, the entire assembly was connected on both ends to spacers to
minimize the damage that dragging the assembly down the borehole would do to the
instrumentation. Cable organization in its deployed state is illustrated in Figure 17 (right).

Figure 17: Outer spacer ring (left), full outer spacer configuration (center), instrumented outer spacer
(right)

The purpose of the “inner spacer design” is to create an environment where the cables are
fully encased in the grout to allow for a comparison of the cable’s reaction. Limiting the flow of
grout was a concern. The inner spacer’s design allowed for grout to move past on all sides. An
“X” style design was developed with small branches allowing for easy attachment and ensuring
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the cables would be located in the middle of the borehole but separate from one another (Figure
18, left). Two individual spacer pieces (purple in Figure 18-center) were connected with glued
76.2 mm (3”) threaded rods and used to build the inner spacer unit. Matching the outer spacer,
1.5-meter installation intervals were used for deploying the inner spacers in the first 15 meters of
the northwest end of BH2. Zip ties were used to connect the cables and validation instruments to
the inner spacer design (Figure 18, right).

Figure 18: Inner spacer design (left), full inner spacer configuration (center), edge-on view of
instrumented inner spacer (right)

6.5.

Deployment - Summer 2016

Deployment was completed in several stages during the summer of 2016. The description
of this process presented below is organized by the dates in which tasks were completed.
July 7th
The first day of the sensor installation (7/7/2016) consisted of transporting the fiber optic
cables and accompanying instrumentation arrays to the deployment base in the UMEC. The
deployment base was located near the southwest corner of the pillar in the old workings alcove.
From this position, a borehole snake was used to establish connection through the borehole, and
two 30-meter-long pieces of rope were run through the boreholes to pull the fibers through at the
appropriate time. The ends of the strain cables were pulled through BH1 to a pre-marked location
making approximately 71.9 meters of length available to return to the DITEST machine in the
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electrical room. During this pulling process, the splice that connected the OCC cable to its
termination was severed (and was later repaired underground). Both of the strain cables were
then coiled on the far side of the pillar while the rest of the cables were prepared for the pull. The
terminations for the two temperature cables were taped to a rope that was pulled through the
borehole. The first spacer was attached approximately 3.0 meters from the end of the cable
bundle. Due to the large amount of coil and extreme tangling in some of the cables, the lead-out
CAT5 cables were clipped from the strain gauge 3-wires that were directly attached to the fiber
optic sensing cables. The leads were reattached underground at a later date. On the first day, four
spacers were attached in roughly 1.5 meter increments using the pre-measured marks. However,
when the first spacer was pulled into the hole, the fit was too tight and did not allow any extra
room to accommodate irregularities of the boreholes. To create the needed free space, the spacers
were ground down to a slightly smaller diameter using a hand grinder with a sanding attachment.
Since all of the spacers were circular, the part opposite to where the cables were being attached
was partially removed leaving the cable attachment side completely intact. The initial plan to
attach the cables to the spacer using epoxy was changed due to the slow setting time. They were
instead attached via tightly bound electrical tape. Figure 19 (left) depicts a view of the fiber optic
sensors zip tied to the wall awaiting deployment. In the Figure 19 (right) image, an inner spacer
is being assembled before being deployed into BH2.
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Figure 19: Photographs of cables coiled on rib during deployment (left), and assembly of cables into the
inner spacers (right)

July 8th
The approach to organizing/attaching the cable to the spacers changed from building one
at a time and pulling it into BH1, to fully preparing the cables onto several spacers and pulling
them into the hole in a continuous fashion. After individually grinding all the spacer pairings to
the desired size, six sets of cables were fastened to the spacers and pulled into the borehole. At
the fifth and tenth spacers, the thermocouple sensors to be located at the 22 meter and 15 meter
positions in BH1 were attached to the outside of the spacer array. Note that the cable system was
being inserted into the southwest end of BH1 and pulled 30 meters to the northeast end. In
addition, the first Rock Strain Strip (ROSS) was attached to the tenth and eleventh spacers. This
shortened the distance between the spacer sets because the ROSS is only (36”) long. The wires
connecting to the foil strain gauges on the ROSS were extended out of the boreholes using two
separate CAT5 cables that were run through the middle opening of all the subsequent spacer sets.
July 18th and 19th
On 7/18/2016, the BH2 borehole opening on the north wall of the pillar was flushed with
water and the exit area near the northwest corner was dug out with a pick and shovel. Also, the
remaining cables for the end of the BH1 instrumentation were labeled and organized. On
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7/19/2016, the assembly of the remaining spacers to be instrumented into BH1 was completed
and the entire array of cables was pulled into its final position in BH1. The 3.5” OD steel pipe
for the induced displacement experiment was tested and found to fit too tightly, so a smaller 3”
OD pipe was purchased and prepared.
July 20th
The cables were pulled around the pillar and into the drift along the north wall to begin
preparation for the BH2 installation. All four cables were coiled and zip tied to a chain link fence
roughly 1.5 meters off the ground for their protection and ease of future access. The appropriate
extra lengths of strain cables and CAT5 cables (attached to the strain gauges on both ROSS
arrays in BH2) were pulled through BH2 to allow enough cable to reach back to the electrical
room. Preparation for the BH2 deployment was started with the attachment of the ROSS to the
spacers.
July 21st
With all spacer sets and validation equipment fully ready to be installed, assembly of
spacers started at 4.5 meters (from the southeast end of BH2 and continued to the final spacer at
roughly 28 meters No spacers were needed for the first 4.5 meters because that segment of cable
would be inside the steel pipe to be used for the induced displacement experiment. The spacer
sets for the distance between 4.5 meters and 13 meters were the same circular outer spacer
design used in BH1; the spacers between 13 meters and 28 meters are the inner spacer design. By
the end of the day, all spacers and equipment were ready to be pulled into BH2. Displayed in
Figure 20 is a fully instrumented and deployment ready ROSS with the two ends taped to avoid
dragging in the boreholes.
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Figure 20: Instrumented ROSS attached to two outer spacers before borehole deployment

July 27th
Pulling of the cables through BH2 was initiated with two 30 meters strands of rope taped
and tied to the first spacers to spread out the force associated with pulling the cables through.
Pulling the spacers through the hole was completed in less than an hour, with two people pulling
from the southeast end, while two others fed the spacers into the hole. With all cables placed into
the boreholes, the remaining lengths of Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables were looped back
to the electrical room and coiled on the rib outside the room.
July 28th
All four fiber optic sensing cables were plugged into the DITEST apparatus and tested.
Corning Freedm cable was used to connect to both termination ends of the temperature-sensing
cables, running from the northeast corner of the pillar back to the electrical room. All cables had
connectivity, although some fibers were responding better than others. The important fibers
within the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables were working.
August 4th
Grouting of the boreholes began on 8/4/2016, starting with the grouting of BH2. Type III-V cement mixed with water was used as grout. It was mixed to a liquid state by Larry
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Hoffman who ran the ChemGrout grout pump. The grout was pumped into the northwest end of
BH2 and pushed uphill toward the southeast end. Although no grout was observed at the
southeast end of BH2, pumping had to be stopped because there was not enough grout to fill the
borehole. The ChemGrout grout pump is shown in Figure 21 (left).
August 7th and 8th
The second attempt to grout the boreholes began on Monday, 8/7/2016 at the southwest
end of BH1. This attempt failed due to the large amount of grout leaking out of the borehole
around the pump collar. Expanding foam was sprayed into the gap between the pump collar and
the borehole wall and left to set up for another attempt the following day (Figure 21, right). The
foam was also sprayed around the collar of BH2 which had not yet been filled with grout. On
8/8/16 the team completely filled BH1 with grout in 30 minutes. After moving the grout pump to
the southeast end of BH2, the hole was filled in 20 minutes, completing the sensor installation
phase of the project.

Figure 21: Image of the grout pump used in UMEC experiment during the grouting of BH2 from
the southeast corner of the pillar (left), and the foam sealed grout collar at the southwest end of
BH1 (right)

6.6.

Post-deployment Status

Deployment of the instrumentation was judged to be a success based on the fact that all
of the fiber optic cables were working. However, several of the traditional foil strain gauges were
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damaged. Table V contains a summary of the instrumentation deployed (fiber optic cables and
traditional instrumentation for comparison) and the status of each as of 9/10/2016.
Table V: Deployed instrumentation with status

Equipement
Brugg V9 Strain
OCC Mil-Tac Strain
ROSS
ROSS
ROSS
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
TDR
TDR
Extensometer
Brugg T-85 Temp
Corning Freedm Temp
Thermocouple
Thermocouple
Thermocouple
Temperature Thermocouple
Thermocouple
Thermocouple
Tidbit
Tidbit
Tidbit
Acceleration
3-Comp Geophone

Type
Optical Fiber
Optical Fiber
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Coaxial Cable
Coaxial Cable
deformation
Optical Fiber
Optical Fiber
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Temperature Gauge
Vibration

Location
Pillar
Pillar
BH1 45'
BH2 50'
BH2 11'
BH1 45'
BH1 45'
BH1 8'
BH1 8'
BH2 11'
BH2 11'
BH1
BH2
Ribs of Pillar
Pillar
Pillar
BH1 25'
BH1 50'
Bh1 75'
BH2 25'
BH2 50'
BH2 75'
BH1 SW exit
BH2 SE exit
BH2 NW exit
Ribs of Pillar

Status
Working
Wokring
Six/Six
Three/Six
Zero/Six
Working
Working
Not Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Deployed
Working
8/9/20416
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working
Working

Scans of the fiber optic cable sensors were taken between 8/3/2016 and 8/10/2016, after
the UMEC deployment was completed, to measure the success of the sensor installation and to
establish a data baseline. Measurements taken over this period allowed determination of the
fibers’ reaction to grouting. Some of the scans were done manually, but most were done using
the “scheduler” feature that allows a user to specify a waiting time between periodic automatic
scans; many of the scans were taken approximately 90 minutes apart. All four fiber optic sensors
(Brugg T-85 temperature, Corning temperature, Brugg V9 strain, and OCC strain) survived the
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deployment. However, the Corning temperature cable became compromised at the point that it
entered BH1 (90 meters from the start of the sensor), likely due to being subjected to a bending
radius too small to adequately pass the laser light. This suggests that even though the cable is
manufactured in such a way that the fiber is loose in its protective sheath and isolated from strain
on the outside of the cable, very sharp turns (90˚ or even tighter) do cause frequency reactions
that are observed by the DITEST and could possibly be mistaken for a change in temperature.
Although these “spike” signatures are useful for verifying positions along the cable, very tight
turns that interfere with the passage of the laser light are detrimental.
Figure 22 shows the first recorded response post-UMEC-deployment of the Brugg_Strain
sensor. On the x-axis is the position along the fiber in meters, and the y-axis is the Brillouin
frequency response of the cables. The black lines mark the locations of the two borehole
deployment lengths. This scan provides the baseline data that future data can be compared
against.

BH1

NE

SW

BH2

NW SE

Figure 22: Initial data collected from the Brugg_Strain sensor post-UMECdeployment prior to grouting of the borehole. The Brillouin frequency (GHz) is
plotted relative to its position along the fiber. Indicated by black lines are the lengths
of sensor deployed in the boreholes
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Shown in Figure 23 are the first scans returned post-UMEC-deployment of the
OCC_Strain data sets. Position along the fiber in meters is displayed on the x-axis and Brillouin
frequency on the y-axis. Black lines mark out the meter intervals along the fiber that are
significant and in this case, are the two borehole deployment sections. Illustrated by the sensor’s
response are indications that the sensing cable survived the grouting of the boreholes and now
continues to provide Brillouin frequency response data of its changing installation environment.
The increased signal responses within the BH1 positions are presumed to be related to the sensor
cables being subjected to large amount of tensile strain where the deployment spacers to which
they have been attached got caught along the sidewalls. This figure shows the position in meters
along the x-axis starting at the 100-meter mark. The cable leaves the DITEST and continues
along the same array path, but in the opposite direction of the Brugg_Strain sensor. This is due to
a mix-up with the labeling of the ends of the cable and consequently the OCC_Strain cable runs
in the opposite direction as the Brugg_Strain sensor.

BH2

SE

NW

BH1

SW

NE

Figure 23: The sensor response of the OCC_Strain cable post-UMEC-deployment.
Data are displayed as Brillouin frequency relative to a position along the fiber.
Fiber segments within the boreholes are marked by black lines
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Scans collected from the Brugg_Temperature post-UMEC-deployment are plotted in
Figure 24. The sensor’s response is presented in Brillouin frequency relative to a positon along
the sensor fiber. Black lines are used to mark the boundaries of the borehole deployment zones
and the junctions to the upstream and downstream lengths of cable. The upstream length of cable
is a 95-meter length of Corning-Temperature cable that carries the signal of both the
Brugg_Temperature and Corning_Temperature cables from the DITEST interrogator to the
northeast corner of the pillar. Downstream from the Brugg_Temperature cable is a 200-meterlong segment of Corning single mode cable that extents the viewable length of the sensor cable.
The scan sets show the continued operation post deployment of the Brugg_Temperature fiber
and the baseline data to which future data can be compared.

BH1

NE

SW

BH2

NW

SE

Figure 24: Initial Brugg_Temperature sensor scans from the post-UMEC deployment
period. Brillouin frequency relative to its position along the fiber is shown in this plot,
with cable junctions and the lengths of sensors deployed in the boreholes indicated by
the black lines

Plotted in Figure 25 are scans collected post-UMEC-deployment on the
Corning_Temperature sensing cable. Brillouin frequency is plotted as it corresponds to positions
along the length of the sensor. Black lines mark the positions along the fiber that are of
significance which includes the borehole deployment lengths. Note the large range of values on
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the y-axis: the valid range of BFS is 10 to 13 GHz. This plot demonstrates that the Corning
Temperature sensing cable was bent too sharply as it turned to enter the northeast end of BH1
with no valid data provided after that point.

BH1

BH2

Figure 25: Shows the Corning _Temperature sensor data post-UMEC
deployment. The Brillouin frequency shift is plotted as a function of position.
Black lines indicate the sensor lengths deployed in BH1 and BH2

The information in Table VI and Table VII relates the lengths along the installed sensor
cables to the physical positions the cables interact with on the UMEC pillar. The data in the left
column are the position (m) relative to the fiber indicated at the top of the table, and the second
column holds the description of the significance of the position.
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Table VI: Fiber position tables as originally deployed, Brugg_Strain (left) and OCC_Strain (right)
Pillar_Brugg_Strain
Position Table
Date
08/04/2016->01/01/2017
Position (m)
Description
0.00 Ditest
3.50 Switch
34.00 Pin attachment
36.00 Epoxied 1m
37.00 Pin Attachment
55.40 Pin attachment
59.37 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (5.36m)
67.00 Pin attachment
68.73 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (3m)
77.52 Entrance borehole #1
85.14 Thermocouple 3
92.76 ROSS 1
92.76 Thermocouple 2
100.38 Thermocouple 1
108.00 Exit Borehole #1
131.00 Pin attachment
134.00 Pin attachment
138.57 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (3.2m)
149.63 Pin attachment
156.94 Entrance to north Trench
169.74 Entrance Borehole #2
176.14 Thermocouple 3
182.00 ROSS 2
182.24 Thermocouple 2
191.38 Thermocouple 1
195.35 ROSS 3
199.00 Exit Borehole #2
211.00 9 m of epoxied fibers
270.00 Replugged into Ditest

Pillar_OCC_Strain
Position Table
Date
08/04-2016->05/31/2017-> Current
Position (m) Description
0.00 Ditest
3.50 Switch
123.40 Entrance BH#2
127.05 FBG Rock 3
130.70 ROSS 3
131.02 Thermocouple 1
140.16 Thermocouple 2
140.16 ROSS 2
146.56 Thermocouple 3
153.00 Exit BH2
165.80 NE corner of pillar
176.86 Pin attachment
181.43 Grouted to eastern pillar
184.43 Pin attachment
207.43 Pin attachment
211.08 Entrance BH#1
215.05 FBG Cylinder 2
218.70 Thermocouple 1
220.23 FBG Rock 2
222.67 Thermocouple 2
230.29 ROSS 1
226.32 Thermocouple 3
241.30 Exit borehole #1
250.09 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (3m)
251.82 Pin attachment
255.79 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (5.36m)
259.76 Pin attachment
278.16 Pin attachment
280.16 Epoxied section
290.00 South drift
293.00 Pin attachment
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Table VII: Fiber position tables for Temperature Sensors
Corning_Temp (left) and Brugg_Temp (right)
Pillar_Corning_Temp
Position Table
Date
08/04/2016->08/20/2016
Position (m) Description
0.00 Ditest
Corning
3.50 Switch
88.00 Splice
Corning
90.00 Borehole #1 Entrance
103.14 Thermocouple 3
110.76 ROSS 1
110.76 Thermocouple 2
118.38 Thermocouple 1
126.00 Exit Borehole #1
204.74 Entrance to north Trench
217.54 Entrance Borehole #2
223.94 Thermocouple 3
230.04 ROSS 2
231.56 Thermocouple 2
239.18 Thermocouple 1
244.10 ROSS 3
244.10 FBG Rock 3
246.80 Exit Borehole #2
247.80 Splice
Corning

6.7.

Pillar_Brugg_Temp
Position Table
Date
08/04/2016-> Current
Position (m) Description
0.00 Ditest
3.50 Switch
88.00 Splice
90.00 Borehole #1 Entrance
103.14 Thermocouple 3
110.76 ROSS 1
110.76 Thermocouple 2
112.30 FBG Rock 2
118.38 Thermocouple 1
122.40 FBG Cylinder 2
126.00 Exit Borehole #1
184.94 Entrance to north Trench
197.74 Entrance Borehole #2
209.00 Thermocouple 3
217.24 ROSS 2
219.38 Thermocouple 2
226.38 Thermocouple 1
224.30 ROSS 3
224.30 FBG Rock 3
227.00 Exit Borehole #2
228.00 Splice
271.18 Conects to Corning spool

Corning
Brugg

Corning

Cable Loop Modifications

In August 2016, the original Corning lead-in cable that connected the Brugg T-85 and
Corning Freedm directly to the DITEST switch was replaced with a Corning Freedm cable that
was tougher and could transmit both fiber signals through the same cable sleeve. Positions in
Table IV correspond to this current cable configuration. In early January 2017, the fiber within
the Brugg_Strain cable was broken after a slab of rock fell onto the cable grouted to the rib on
the east side of the pillar. Due to its bonded core structure, this cable is particularly difficult to
splice and a fiber-optic professional was hired to splice the Brugg_Strain sensor. Two 10 meter
sections (20 meters in total) of Corning lead-in cable were spliced to the broken ends of the cut
Brugg_Strain cable, extending the length of the fiber (and cable). Table VIII (left) lists the
modified positions of the Brugg_Strain cable after it was fixed and the additional lengths were
added. Table VIII (right) shows the positioning of the OCC_Strain cable for the brief period
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(during May, 2017) when it was connected such that it was running in the same direction as the
Brugg_Strain sensor.
Table VIII: Fiber position tables in the modified positions, Brugg_Strain (left) and OCC_Strain (right)
Pillar_Brugg_Strain
Position Table
Date
03/26/2017-> Current
Position (m)
Description
0.00 Ditest
3.50 Switch
34.00 Pin attachment
36.00 Epoxied 1m
37.00 Pin Attachment
55.40 Pin Attachment
55.60 1st splice
62.10 2nd splice
73.50 Pin attachment
75.23 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (3m)
84.02 Entrance borehole #1
91.64 Thermocouple 3
99.26 ROSS 1
99.26 Thermocouple 2
106.88 Thermocouple 1
114.50 Exit Borehole #1
137.50 Pin attachment
139.19 1st splice
152.19 2nd splice
162.63 Pin attachment
169.94 Entrance to north Trench
182.74 Entrance Borehole #2
189.14 Thermocouple 3
195.24 ROSS 2
195.24 Thermocouple 2
204.38 Thermocouple 1
204.70 ROSS 3
212.00 Exit Borehole #2
224.00 9 m of epoxied fibers
276.00 Repluggd into Ditest

Pillar_OCC_Strain
Position Table
Date
5/31/2017 8:00am -> 11:00 am
Position (m)
Description
0.00 Ditest
3.50 Switch
34.00 Pin attachment
36.00 Epoxied 1m
37.00 Pin attachment
55.40 Pin attachment
59.37 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (5.36m)
67.00 Pin attachment
68.73 Grouted
77.52 Entrance borehole #1
85.14 Thermocouple 3
92.76 ROSS 1
92.76 Thermocouple 2
100.38 Thermocouple 1
108.00 Exit Borehole #1
131.00 Pin attachment
134.00 Pin attachment
138.57 Grouted to Eastern pillar rib (3.2m)
149.63 Pin attachment
156.94 Entrance to north Trench
169.74 Entrance Borehole #2
176.14 Thermocouple 3
182.24 ROSS 2
182.24 Thermocouple 2
191.38 Thermocouple 1
191.70 ROSS 3
199.00 Exit Borehole #2
211.00 9m of epoxied fibers
270.00 To electrical room coil
300.00 Replugged into Ditest
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7. Data Collection & Interpretation
An extensive data collection campaign was undertaken for roughly a 3-month period
spanning from August through October, 2016. During this 3-month period, multiple events took
place that were recorded by the sensors, but only the events that created large shifts in the laser
signal are presented: grouting of the boreholes, embedment of the cable sensors in a trench along
the north rib of the pillar, and attachment of the cables to the pillar walls. Due to the generally
static ground conditions in the UMEC pillar area, two experiments were specifically designed to
induce a measurable response from the cable sensors. An experiment that created a change in the
local temperature was conducted during May, 2017 and an experiment that produced ground
displacement was conducted in April, 2017. Results from both the campaign scans and signal
inducing experiments are described in detail in the following subsections.

7.1.

Sensor Position Verification

After sensor deployment, the identification of the positioning of the cable sensors as
related to UMEC pillar features was achieved by two methods. The first method involved
physically measuring the accessible cable deployed on the outside of the pillar. Inaccessible
lengths of cable made this method semi-reliable, so the second method of using a portable heat
gun to heat small portions of cable sensors at particular points along the sensor cables to verify
the positions for future analysis was used. The exits of BH1 and BH2 were the physical locations
where the cables were heated because of the proximity to the 110V electric power and ease of
access that allowed additional physical measurements. Position verification was one step of the
cable deployment process that did not receive enough attention because only a limited number of
heat gun tests were conducted on the cable sets. Reliance on the deployment design and physical
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measurements led to the late discovery that the OCC_Strain sensor was connected in a way that
it traversed the pillar loop in the opposite direction compared to the Brugg_Strain sensor.
The cable sensors’ reactions to the heat gun tests conducted at specific positions along the
cable are displayed in Figure 26. In each plot, the x-axis shows the relative position from the
DITEST in meters and the y-axis shows the relative Brillouin frequency response. The 8/10/2016
Brugg_Strain scans displayed in the top graph show a BH1 (southwest) exit at 108 meters along
the fiber and a BH2 (southeast) exit at 199 meters. The spike in the displayed data set at the 126meter location is the reaction of the cable to the heat of the 199-meter heat test as it makes a
second pass across the BH2 (southeast) outlet wrapping counterclockwise around the pillar. In
the middle graph, heat gun scans from the 5/31/2017 test on the OCC_Strain sensor indicate the
BH1 (southwest) exit at 138 meters and BH2 (southeast) exit at 55 meters along the cable’s
length. As the OCC_Strain sensing cable follows the path in the opposite direction, the x-axis
values have been reversed to show the same physical layout as the other two sensing fibers. The
Brugg_Temperature sensor (bottom graph) shows a response to heating at 126 meters for the
BH1 (southwest) exit and 225 meters for the BH2 (southeast) exit, along with two additional
signals at the BH2 southeast corner between positions 50 to 60 meters and 145 to 150 meters.
Beyond assisting with position verification, these heat gun tests aided in validating the cables’
response to stimulis.
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BH1 SW exit

BH2 SE exit

Cables passes BH2 SE exit

BH1 SW exit

BH2 SE exit

Cable passing BH2 SE exit

BH1 SW exit

BH2 SE exit

Figure 26: Fiber response from heat gun tests. Brillouin frequency shift relative to a baseline scan,
for Brugg_Strain cable (top), OCC_Strain (middle), and Brugg_Temperature (bottom). All three
plots display the response from heating at the southwest exit of BH1, and the southeast exit of BH2
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A break in the Brugg_Strain fiber was detected in January, 2017 and its response after its
repair in March, 2017 is presented in Figure 27. The elevated frequency response of the 10 meter
spliced sections of the mended Brugg_Strain fiber along the east side of the pillar provide an
alternative to the heat gun test in identifying exactly where cable positioning corresponds to
physical pillar locations. The elevated signals between positions 70 to 80 meters correspond to a
section of cable just south of the northeast entrance to BH1, and the elevated signals between
position 153 to 163 meters corresponds to a section of cable along the middle portion of the east
rib of the pillar, as the cable makes its second pass around the pillar.

Figure 27: Sensor response taken after the Brugg_Strain cable was repaired by Silixa. The portions
of raised response are the patch cables mechanically spliced to the sensing fiber along the east rib of
the pillar corresponding to 70-80m and 153-163m cable positions

7.2.

Campaign Results

In this section, sensor data are generally displayed in the format of strain or temperature
as a function of position along the sensor, relative to a specific baseline scan. Each colored line
represents a single scan that occurred at a specific time.
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7.2.1. Baseline Selection
Selection of a baseline establishes the original condition to which the cable’s response to
future environmental changes are compared. Immediate post-deployment baseline scans were
made on each sensor and are displayed in Chapter 6. A semi-evolving baseline strategy was used
to isolate the impacts of each new attachment method on the cable’s responses. Unfortunately, a
software malfunction in the DITEST signal interrogator occurred and was restored on 9/14/2016
which slightly changed the base sensor cable lengths and required new baselines to be measured
for each of the operating sensors. After the Brugg_Strain cable was repaired in March, 2017,
another baseline was measured due to the change in cable length. In Table IX, the dates
associated with the baselines used for each sensor are displayed.
Table IX: Baselines used for data analysis in UMEC deployment

Baseline Dates

Sensors
Corning_Temperature Brugg_Temperature Brugg_Strain
8/4/2016

OCC_Strain

8/4/2016

8/4/2016

8/4/2016

8/9/2016

9/14/2016

9/14/2016

9/14/2016

5/31/2017

7.2.2. Observations During Emplacement into Boreholes
The exothermic curing of the cement grout pumped into the boreholes of the UMEC
presented an opportunity to record potential temperature changes in known positions along the
sensor cables. Grouting took place over a period of a week, as described in Chapter 5, with some
areas of the cable being affected at different times and over different extents. BH2 was first
grouted from the northwest end on 8/4/2016 then finished from the southeast end on 8/8/2016.
BH1 was started on 8/7/2016 and finished on 8/8/2016 from the southwest borehole exit. The
following plots presented in Figure 28 depict the response to grouting were selected to display
the most significant sensor responses to these events.
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The plot in Figure 28 (top) is a focused view of BH1 with multiple scans taken after
completion of the grouting process. Relative to a baseline on 8/4/16, response to the grout by the
Brugg_Strain sensor is very apparent in the segment between 76-106 meters. The cause of the
dip in the signal near the middle of the borehole is unknown. Although the cable response in the
top and middle graphs are displayed in microstrain, no temperature correction was performed so
it is likely that the responses are dominated by temperature change responses. This observed
response to the grouting of the boreholes aids in the validation of the responsiveness of the
sensor cables and provides evidence of the ruggedness of this technology.
The OCC_Strain sensor response to the grouting of BH1 and the southeast end of BH2 on
8/8/16 is included as a plot in Figure 28 (middle). A large signal response at 125-130 meters can
be seen in the data at the southeast corner where BH2 exits in the 8/9/2016 and 8/10/2016 scans.
This correlates with the second grouting of BH2 from the southeast exit. Varied sensor responses
of positive and negative microstrain can be seen in the range of BH1 215-245 meters over the
same 8/9/2016 and 8/10/2016 time period. A possible explanation for the large positive and
negative spikes in BH2 is the grout pushing some spacers apart (causing tension in the cable) and
pushing other spacer sets closer together (causing compression).
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SW

BH1
77-107
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245-215
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BH2
153-123

NE

SW
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Figure 28: The sensor cables’ responses to the grouting of the UMEC boreholes
over the dates of 8/4/2016-8/9/2016. Brillouin frequency response plotted relative to
a baseline scan has been converted to relative microstrain in the Brugg_Strain
(top) and OCC_Strain sensor (middle), and relative temperature (˚F) for the
Brugg_Temperature (bottom) on the y-axis
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The Brugg_Temperature sensing cable’s response to the grouting event was much less
than anticipated. Displayed in figure 28 (bottom) is a graph of the Brugg_Temperature data
collected on 8/9/2016 after grouting of BH1 and BH2 and a referenced baseline of 1:39 am
8/9/2016 is used. With the Brillouin frequency converted to a relative temperature change in
degrees Fahrenheit for clarity and comparison, variations in the cable’s response from the cable
sections deployed within BH1 between 91-121 meters are evident and in the range of 5 to 9˚F.

7.2.3. Observations During Embedment in Concrete in Trench
Due to the ongoing underground work being conducted near the position of the sensor
cables in the drift along the north side of the UMEC pillar, a protective concrete filled trench was
designed. On 8/16/2016, all four cable sets were placed in a 12.3-meter long trench and encased
in a combination of ready mix concrete and grout cement with a 1.5-meter section of air hose
protecting the cables running into the trench from their positions on the rib. The exothermic
reaction associated with the curing process provided an opportunity to observe the deployed
cables’ responses to elevated temperatures and tensile strain.
Responses from three sensor cables are displayed in Figure 29, with the Brugg_Strain in
the top graph, the OCC_Strain in the middle graph, and the Brugg_Temperature in the bottom
graph. In the top and middle graphs, the Brillouin frequency response was converted to
microstrain, but without temperature compensation, so the displayed data sets are likely to
include temperature response, as well. In Figure 29 (top), a portion of the Brugg_Strain cable
directly encased in the concrete is displayed, and a cable response of up to 1300 microstrain can
be viewed. Within the 8/26/2016, 4:52pm scan taken ten days after the concrete was laid in the
trench, the cable’s responses have only slightly depreciated from their maximum response
positions. One possible explanation for this maintained increase in cable response is that it was
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subjected to permanent tensile strain during the process of placing it into the trench. These
examples of cable response provide supporting evidence as to the sensitivity of the Brugg_Strain
sensor.
Plotted in Figure 29 (middle) is the OCC_Strain sensor’s response to the embedding of
the cable in the trench. Numerically the response at its greatest point is roughly 900 microstrain
and drops off to elevated levels for the remainder of the trench length. Similarly, to the
Brugg_Strain sensor, the scan taken on 8/27/2016 1:01am (which was ten days after the trench
concrete was placed) shows that the response has decreased from the maximum responses, but
remains significantly elevated, suggesting that tensile strain was induced during the embedment
process.
The Brugg_Temperature response to the deploying of the sensor into the protective
trench is included in a plot in Figure 29 (bottom). The plotted response, in ˚F, marks an increase
of over 24 degrees in the scan on 8/17/2016 6:41pm. This heightened temperature response is
short lived because the scans from 8/18/2016 show the signal decreasing from its earlier
increased levels. Similar to the responses of the strain sensing cables, the Brugg_Temperature
response decreased after six days, but maintained heightened levels of response over the
positions between 180-190 meters. The large negative temperature just before the
Brugg_Temperature sensor enters the trench is an unused 8-meter coiled length of sensor cable
that is attached to the side of the rib and exposed to all variable temperatures of the working
headings, as well as compression introduced by the coiling.
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Trench
157-171

BH2

Trench
151-166

BH2

Coil at NE corner
BH2

Trench
182-195

Figure 29: Cable response data focused on embedment in the protective trench
8/16/2016. Brugg_Strain (top) and OCC_Strain (middle) both display Brillouin
frequency in relative microstrain, and Brugg_Temperature relative temperature
(˚F) with all data relating to the cable position on the x-axis
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7.2.4. Observations During Attachment to Ribs
Post cable installation, all sensor cables were initially tied to the ribs of the pillar out of
the way, but no sensor cable was directly attached to the rock mass under investigation. The
borehole deployed portions were grouted first, followed by the cable lengths deployed in the
north drift where the trench was dug. Wall attachments were conducted between the dates of
8/14/2016 to 10/15/2016. More specifically:
•
•
•
•

9/20/2016: attached Brugg_Strain along south rib positions 205-215 meters with epoxy
9/22/2016: attached Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain along east rib with grout cement, between
positions roughly 45-50 meters and 140-145 meters for Brugg_Strain, and 260-265 meters and 190195 meters for OCC_Strain
9/27/2016: attached OCC_Strain along south rib position 110-120 meters with epoxy
10/5/2016: attached Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain along east rib with grout cement, between
positions roughly 55-59 meters and 150-154 meters for Brugg_Strain, and 270-274 meters and 200204 meters for OCC_Strain

The entire Brugg_Strain sensor response is on display in Figure 30 and allows for
analysis of multiple cable attachment interactions. Relative to the 9/14/2016 baseline, the
segment between 110-165 meters shows a clear response to being attached with grout cement
directly to the south and east rib of the pillar in the scans after 9/22/2016. This response is likely
caused by the increased tension on this portion of the cable due to the attachment process. A
small response is also evident between 50-70 meters on the east rib as well. The observed
response between the 205-215 meter positions in the dark blue scan (9/30/2016) is due to the
attachment of the fiber sensor to the south rib by epoxy.
The Brugg_Strain fiber sensor response in the plot presented in Figure 31 (top) illustrates
an increase in cable response to changes in its deployment environment. This graph was created
by twelve representative scans showing progression of the sensor response taken between
9/14/2016 and 10/14/2016. The cable’s reactions in the area of the east rib of the pillar at 140165 meters’ decrease in the time after the maximum microstrain was recorded between
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9/24/2016 and 10/2/2016; however, an increase in the number of elevated scans agrees with the
additional attachment work that was conducted on the east ribs of the pillar in early October. A
decrease from the maximum strain value potential supports the opinion that the temperature of
the curing grout has dissipated and the new levels of fiber response are the fiber sensor
normalizing to the temperature and mechanical effects of the grout.
South Rib
East Rib
Trench
East Rib

BH1

BH2

Figure 30: The Brugg_Strain fiber sensor response from direct cable to rock mass
attachment. The Brillouin frequency data converted to microstrain relative to a
9/14/2016 baseline are plotted relative to position along the physical fiber lengths.

In the plot created by the OCC_Strain sensor response (Figure 31, bottom) the reactions
to the various attachments are present. Having the OCC_Strain x-axis plotted in reverse allows
for direct positional comparison to the Brugg_Strain response. Between 265-245 meters, and
190-170 meters, the cable is attached to the east rib of the pillar with grout cement and
mechanical attachments. Of importance in this particular plot is the varied cable response shown
between 9/30/2016 to 10/20/2016 compared to the same data sets shown in the previous figures.
The larger restructuring of the cable response over this time period agrees with the attachment
work that was conducted on the east rib of the pillar in early October.
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Figure 31: The strain sensor responses from the direct wall attachment between
the dates of 9/14/2016 and 10/15/2016. The Brillouin frequency response of the
fiber sensors has been converted to baseline-relative microstrain for the
Brugg_Strain (top), OCC_Strain (bottom)

7.3.

Induced Temperature Experiment

The objective of the temperature testing experiment was to create a temperature increase
along part of the deployed fiber array to assess the fiber optical sensor’s response.
The experiment involved using a 5.4-meter-long 110V based EASYHEAT water pipe freeze
protection system to heat a selected length of cable beginning at a specific time. Once the
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thermometer that is attached to the EASYHEAT cable detects a temperature of less than 40˚F,
the cable begins to produce heat in the range of 90˚F. The southwest exit of BH1 was selected
because it was near 110v electrical power and provided a installation location that was out of the
way. The final position of the 5.4-meter-long heating cable was planned to extend approximately
4.5 meters into BH1 from the southwest corner. Deployment of the heat cable consisted of
pulling the cable into the borehole along with the entire cable array to position it amongst the
fiber sensor sets. No direct attachment to the fiber sets was done out of concerns of melting;
therefore, no physical verification that the heat cable stretches the entire 4.5 meters exists.
The heat experiment was initiated at 11:40am on 5/31/2017. The temperature sensor end
of the heating system was placed in a 5-gallon bucket of ice and the Brugg_Temperature fiber
sensor was set to scan every five minutes. The experiment ran until 9:00am on 6/1/2017, when
the heat cable was removed from the ice bucket. No direct in-borehole temperature validation
was available in this location so a Tidbit temperature logger was set to record at five minute
intervals and was taped to the heating cable on the outside of the borehole. Figure 32 shows a
graph of the Tidbit data with the heat cables average temperature of 87.7 ˚F (shown as black
line).

Figure 32: Plot of temperature versus time for the temperature experiment using
data collected with the HOBO Tidbit devices. (Average Tidbit temperature was
87.7 ˚F indicated by the black horizontal line)
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The plots containing the Brugg_Temperature response data from 5/31/2017 show a clear
reaction to the increased temperature. Figure 33 (top) the plot details the entire
Brugg_Temperature fiber’s response during the time of the heat experiment. Elevated responses
scans are evident near the BH1 ending position for this sensor cable 126 meters. The position of
the elevated measurements suggest that the heater extends approximately 3 to 4 meters into the
borehole with additional heating in the adjacent 10 meters of the cable outside of BH1 which
could be due to the cables being exposed to the warmer air in the drift or conduction of heat
along the cable. The focused view is presented in Figure 33 (bottom) to show more detail. The
focused plot displays time related scans showing increasing temperature responses within BH1
of 4 to 10 ˚F. Close inspection of the pattern of the scans with time reveals that the bulk of the
temperature increase occurred within the first 12 hours of the experiment, with minimal
temperature variation after 10:30pm, suggesting that temperature equilibrium had been reached.
There is also a slight reduction in the cable’s response after 1:12 am on 6/1/2016 corresponding
to the small downward trend evident in the Tidbit data beginning around 2:00 am on 6/1/2017.
Overall, the heating experiment achieved the goal of creating a recordable temperature change in
the deployed fiber.
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BH1

Figure 33: The Brugg_Temperature fiber’s response to the heat experiment
conducted on 5/31/2017. Brugg_Temperature data for the entire sensor (top), and for
the physical positions in the proximity of the heat system (bottom) display the
Brillouin frequency converted to relative temperature format

7.4.

Induced Strain Experiment

The strain experiment was designed to test the sensor’s response to an induced movement
near the cable while it was installed in the field. Conceptually, it was based on the measurable
movement of a steel pipe embedded in the borehole. Utilizing the pushing force of four nuts on a
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flange welded to the end of the pipe, the entire pipe would shift and induce tensile strain in the
cable near the embedded end of the pipe.
Construction of the strain experiment was based on the installation of a 3” steel pipe placed
into the southeast end of BH2. The pipe was 3.6 meters long and placed roughly 3 meters into the
borehole. Two 1” thick flanges with four 3/4” holes were placed on the feet of the pipe that
extended out of the borehole. The flange furthest to the end of the pipe was welded to provide a
pulling and pushing point on the pipe, and the second flange was left loose as illustrated in Figure
34 (left & right). A wooden form was constructed around the steel pipe and surrounding rock mass
so concrete could be used to create a reaction block for the four ¾” threaded rods required to move
the pipe. A 10” by 12” sheet of wire mesh was placed into the form, to strengthen the concrete
block depicted in Figure 35 (left). Twenty pounds of QUIKRETE dry concrete mixed with water
were poured into this form shown in Figure 35(right). Four holes approximately 8” deep were
drilled into the concrete block and four 20” long ¾” threaded rods were fed into the drilled holes
and threaded through two ¾” hex nuts. One set of nuts was on the inside of the flange closest to
the concrete block while the other was in the middle between the flanges; the third set was placed
on the outside of the second flange. The threaded rods were glued into the holes with Hilti HY100
cement epoxy. Figure 36 (left & right) shows images of the front and side of the final configuration.
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Figure 34: Drawing of the strain experiment (left), flanges on the steel pipe (right)

Figure 35: Images of the concrete form, before placement of the concrete (left) and
after the placement of the concrete in the form (right)

Figure 36: Shows image of the front view (left), and side view (right) of the final configuration of
the strain experiment
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The initial test of the strain experiment was conducted on 4/5/2017. The DITEST
software was set to take scans every 5 minutes on all working cables. A pipe wrench was then
used to turn the hex nuts on the inside of the welded flange thus inducing an outward force on
the connected steel pipe. Then strain increase approach consisted of making ¼ turns on each of
the four hex nuts every 15 minutes until the nuts could no longer be turned. After 1.5 hours of
this rotation, two of the threaded rods began to slip in the epoxied holes. In addition, all four of
the rods had begun to burrow into the resistance block. No displacement was physically
measurable on the exposed length of the steel pipe.
In Figure 37 (top) the Brugg_Strain response to the induced strain test is displayed in a
screen shot taken from the DITEST software. The data sets displayed were collected between the
dates of 4/5/2017 to 4/7/2017, and are shown in Brillouin frequency versus position. A slightly
elevated ladder pattern signal, barely above the background noise range, may be seen at the 215meter position which corner corresponds to the location of the strain experiment.
The OCC_Strain response data that is displayed in Figure 37 (bottom) was collected
during the same timeframe as the Brugg_Strain data. A larger elevated signal is observed in the
positional range of 120-130 meters along the sensing cable which corresponds to the southeast
end of BH2. These elevated responses are likely attributed to the strain experiment.
Another attempt was made on 4/19/2017 using a ¾” hex wrench instead of the pipe
wrench that had begun to strip the hexagonal nuts. With this new tool, the hex nuts were more
easily turned, but the rods continued to burrow into the resistance block. Concrete block integrity
came into question when large cracks began to form on the sides of the block due to the steel
rods inward movements. Pipe movement was not physically observed in the fiber sensor
responses taken during this experiment.
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Figure 37: The fiber response of the Brugg_Strain (top) and OCC_Strain (bottom) during the strain test on
4/7/2017. Focused images of the locations and scans associated with the induced strain experiment 8:22 pm
4/7/2017 for the Brugg_Strain and 5:38 pm 4/7/2017 for the OCC_Strain are presented on the right side of
each of the main graphs. Both sensors present the Brillouin frequency in a relative to position format
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8. Comparison of DST Technology and Traditional Instrumentation
To validate the data collected by the fiber optical system (FOS), traditional sensory
instruments were deployed to allow for comparison of the data. Technologies deployed into the
two boreholes include Rock Strain Strips, TDR cables, thermocouples, and fiber-mounted foil
strain gauges. On the ribs of the pillar a tape extensometer array, Tidbit temperature loggers, and
geophones were mounted to collect data near the fiber optic cables. The similarities and
differences between the FOS and traditional instrumentation are summarized in this chapter.

8.1.

Design and Deployment Differences

The largest contrast between the traditional sensory array installed in the UMEC (strain
gauges, thermocouples, Tidbit temperature loggers, TDR cables, and the extensometer array) and
the fiber optic cable array is the fragility of the overall sensing technologies. Due to the glass
fiber’s frail nature, fiber optic sensing cables are best deployed where sharp turns, crushing
scenarios, and objects that could cut the fiber can be avoided. In contrast, many of the traditional
technologies are more rugged, or have delicate sensors with smaller surface area, creating a more
durable system that is easier to design and deploy.
The fiber optic cable technology currently employs a loop configuration to achieve
communication within the array, impacting the array design. Communication with the traditional
technologies deployed in the UMEC requires a single direction communication cable. The
looped fiber optic array has a greater exposed sensor length, while the exposure in a traditional
array is dependent on the number of sensors deployed. Space limitations can play a considerable
role because a distributed fiber optic sensor can take the place of hundreds of point sensing
instruments. Neither of the technologies have a leading advantage concerning data collection
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because both technologies use signal interrogators which need dry and semi-clean operating
conditions with access to power.
Deployment methodology contrasts exist between traditional technologies and fiber optic
sensor arrays in terms of organization and time required for deployment. In the UMEC,
significantly more care and detailed organization was associated with placing the fiber optic
array into its sensing positions while the traditional technologies were simply placed or glued
into position. The amount of time required for a fiber optic array to be deployed varies with
sensor length and position. In the experience of the UMEC deployment, the traditional
technologies took less than half the time to be deployed in similar positions to the fiber optic
sensors.

8.2.

Data Produced

Data collected by each of the deployed sensors is compared in the following paragraphs.
The temperature data are presented first, followed by the strain sensing data.
8.2.1. Temperature Measurements
Thermocouples and HOBO Tidbits were used to validate the data provided by the
temperature sensing fiber optic cables. Temperature readings in degrees Fahrenheit were
produced from both the Tidbit data loggers and the thermocouple scans and allowed for direct
numerical comparison. A list of the instruments and their corresponding cable sensor positions
relative to the upstream side of the DITEST are found in Table X. Positions relative to depth
inside boreholes were taken for the southwest (BH1) and southeast (BH2) ends of the boreholes.
No comparison was conducted on the response data for the Corning temperature cable because it
stopped working shortly after installation.
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Table X: Traditional Temperature Technology Positioning

Traditional Technology Positions and Corresponding Positions on the Sensor Fibers [meters]
Sensor Type and Location Brusen Temp
Corning Temp
Thermocouple BH1 25'
118.3
118.3
Thermocouple BH1 50'
110.7
110.8
Thermocouple BH1 75'
103.1
103.1
Thermocouple BH2 25'
219.3
239.1
Thermocouple BH2 50'
211.7
231.6
Thermocouple BH2 75'
204.1
223.9
Tidbit 1 BH1 SW
126.0
126.0
Tidbit 2 BH2 SE
227.0
246.8
Tidbit 3 BH2 NW
89.0
217.5
TDR BH1
90.0->126.0
217.0-250.0
TDR BH2
197.7->227.0
217.5->246.0

Three HOBO Tidbit temperature loggers were temporarily deployed to record drift
temperatures in the UMEC that could be compared to the data recorded by the temperature
sensing cables. Tidbit sensors were deployed at the outlet of BH1 at the southwest corner of the
pillar, the BH2 outlet at the southeast corner, and the inlet to BH1 at the northeast corner of the
pillar over a period of 7/29/16 to 8/23/2016; 10/5/2016 to 10/10/2016; and 5/31/2017 to
6/1/2017. Temperature readings were taken at 5 minute intervals in the July/August deployment,
and 15 minute intervals in the other two deployments. Excerpts of the HOBO Tidbit data are
displayed in Appendix F.
Figure 38 contains a plot of the data collected on 8/12/2016 from the Brugg_Temperature
sensor and the traditional technologies, presented as temperature as a function of position. The
date of 8/12/2016 was selected because the borehole grouting had been complete and the process
of attaching the fiber optic sensors to the ribs of the pillar had not yet begun. Fiber response data
are plotted as absolute temperature, calculated by converting the Brillouin frequency response
using the laboratory calibration parameters. Tidbits were deployed within the open air drifts of
the UMEC and the data are presented as purple dots. Thermocouple data are displayed as green
dots distinguishing their positions within the boreholes. The range of values recorded by the
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tidbits deployed in the drifts was between 55 and 60 ˚F, and by the thermocouples positioned in
the boreholes was between 60 and 70 ˚F. These ranges are reasonable, although the
thermocouple data indicate local temperatures that were higher than anticipated. This may be
attributed to the curing grout because the scans were taken only days after the final pouring. This
hypothesis is supported by the lower thermocouple temperatures collected in the months after
this first scan, which are provided in Appendix D.
Data collected by the Brugg_Temperature fiber optic sensor during this same timeframe
ranges from 50 to 100 ˚F, which is not a realistic range. For instance, the temperature of 90 ˚F
calculated for sections of the Brugg_Temperature cable known to be deployed in BH2 is not a
reasonable value. It is likely that the sensor deployment and grouting processes induced
permanent strain in the cable that caused the apparent temperature elevation. The temperature
sensing cables are designed to prevent strain from being transferred to the internal fibers, but the
conditions associated with the UMEC deployment clearly exceed the capacity to accomplish this
successfully. Additional factors could have played a role in creating the temperature
discrepancies between the two technologies as well, but nevertheless the numerical difference
between the interpreted temperature values provided by the FOS cables and traditional sensors is
drastic. Overall, the lack of agreement between the temperature values provided by the
traditional sensors and fiber optic sensors brings into question the validity of using the measured
laboratory calibration parameters to convert the fiber optic temperature cable data into absolute
temperature values, at least in situations in which the cables are subjected to strain during
installation.
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Figure 38: Plot of position vs. temperature measurements recorded on the Brugg_Temperature sensor, the
HOBO Tidbits and thermocouples on the date of 8/12/2016. Tidbit data are represented with purple dots and
thermocouple data are represented in green

In contrast, presently the data sets in a relative-to-baseline format allows the ability of the
technologies to detect temperature changes to be compared. Figure 39 presents a plot of the
Brugg_Temperature data in a relative temperature format along with the HOBO Tidbit
temperature logger data for the period spanning 8/9/2016 through 8/23/2016. The baselines used
for comparison are 45 minutes apart, due to the lack of fiber response scan at exactly 12:00am on
8/9/2016. The Tidbit data (presented as solid lines) shown in the north drift (brown), the
southeast corner near the main decline (blue), and southwest corner at the bottom of the decline
(green) present a steady profile of temperature through the time period mentioned above with
temperature variations of approximately 2.0 ˚F) or less. The corresponding data from the fiber
optic sensor are shown with dashed lines. Comparing the two data set ranges, the fiber optic
sensor temperature data fluctuates at a range of (-6 to 9˚F), and the Tidbit data range of (-2 to
5˚F).
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The cause of the large spikes evident within the Tidbit data sets at 6:52 pm on 8/16/2016,
at 6:41 pm on 8/17/2016 and at 7:11 pm on 8/18/2016 are unknown but could be attributed to the
ventilation system of the UMEC being turned on or off. The entrance doors being closed is also a
possibility as both of the responding Tidbits were located near the main decline. The fiber optic
sensor Brugg_Temperature at 225.4 meters shows increased responses similar to the responses of
the Tidbit data from the southeast corner for the data collected in the 8/17/2016 to 8/19/2016
timeframe. This commonality of response adds support to the Brugg_Temperatures sensing
abilities as these two sensing locations are physical close. On 8/16/2016 a protective trench in
which the FOS sensors were placed was constructed and concrete was placed over the top.
Although none of the positions on the Brugg_Temperature cable selected were directly impacted,
it is possible that the reflected laser light was skewed by this major temperature and
deformational event contributing to the large range of values starting after 8/16/2016. Overall the
Tidbit data are numerically closer to each other and show a clearer response to the unknown
event (repeated in the evenings of 8/16/2016, 8/17/2016, and 8/18/2016) described above. The
data shown in Figure 39 suggest that the temperature measurements provided by the temperature
sensing cable are in general agreement with those provided by traditional instruments.
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Figure 39: Plot of time vs. relative temperature measured using the Brugg_Temperature sensor and HOBO
Tidbit in the UMEC. Data from corresponding positions in the north drift shown in brown, data from the
main drift shown in blue (southeast corner) and green (southwest corner), Brugg_Temperature data are
converted to ˚F relative to a baseline on 8/9/2016

8.2.2. Strain
Foil strain gauges, ROSSes, TDR cables, and an extensometer array were deployed to
validate the data provided by the strain sensing cables. Strain validation data were collected in
the format of microstrain and relative displacement measurements. Foil strain gauge data was
collected and displayed in microstrain, which allows for direct fiber-to-instrument comparison.
ROSSes are a collection of six foil strain gauges attached to a metal antenna, which provide data
in the units of microstrain. Data from the TDR cable were collected in a series of images to
illustrate changes along the cable over time. Extensometer arrays are designed to detect
movement between the pins relative to time or baseline measurement with the data collected in
units of distance (feet). A list of instruments and their corresponding positions along the cable
sensors is located in Table XI. The strain gauge and ROSS positions are presented as distance
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relative to a specific end of a specific borehole. For BH1, distances are measured from the
southwest end, and for BH2 distances are measured from the southeast end.
Table XI: Traditional Strain Technology Positioning

Positions of Traditional Technology and Corresponding Positions on the Sensor Fibers [meters]
Sensor Type and Location
Brugg V9 Strain
OCC Miltac strain
ROSS #1 BH1 45'
92.8
236.5
ROSS #2 BH2 50'
183.0
146.7
ROSS #3 BH2 11'
195.4
133.6
Strain Gauge BH1 45' Brugg
95.0
236.5
Strain Gauge BH1 45' OCC
95.0
236.5
Strain Gauge BH2 11' Brugg
183.0
225.3
Strain Gauge BH2 11' OCC
183.0
225.3
Strain Gauge BH2 50' Brugg
195.4
133.6
Strain Gauge BH2 50' OCC
195.4
133.6
TDR BH1
77.5->108.0
217.0->250.0
TDR BH2
169.7->199.0
130.0->159.0
Extensometer, South
40.0->50.0, 200.0->210.0
112.0->123.0, 280.0->290.0
Extensometer, East
60.0->70.0, 120.0->130.0
170.0->180.0, 250.0->260.0
Extensometer,North
155.0->165.0
155.0->165.0

Scans of the TDR cables were conducted on 8/10/2016, 9/15/2016, 11/10/2016, and
3/30/2017. Data were collected from the borehole-deployed coaxial sensor cables by connecting
the exposed ends of the cables located at the southeast corner of BH2 and southwest corner of
BH1 to leads from the hand-held TDR signal interrogator. Figure 40 displays two examples of
the TDR screen shots with large spikes apparent within the signal in both boreholes suggesting
some sort of damage to the coaxial cable. The specific locations of the large signals for BH1 are
the positions of 105 meters and 92 meters on the Brugg_Strain cable. On the OCC_Strain cable
the positons are 226 meters and 238 meters. As the TDR signals did not change in strength or
position over the time periods of scanning in either borehole, it was assumed the grouting of the
boreholes created these features in the data, although without a pre-grout baseline for comparison
this cannot be definitively interpreted. The similarity of the two signal patterns is suspicious. It is
possible that the locally available coaxial cable used in this project was not compatible with the
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TDR instrument. Furthermore, even if changes had been detected no quantitative assessment can
be made of the amount of movement that the cable is experiencing, only that the cable is
experiencing change at a specific position along its length. In conclusion, the TDR technology
was of little validation significance because of the static ground conditions in the UMEC.

Figure 40: Screen image of a TDR scan of BH1 (left), and BH2 (right)

Extensometer array data are absent from this subsection because they did not contribute
to the findings. Surveys of the arrays installed along the south, east, and north exposed ribs of the
pillar were taken on 9/30/2016, 10/11/2016, 11/14/2016, and 12/19/2016. The detection limits of
the tape extensometer used in the UMEC were not low enough to produce data that could be
compared to the fiber optic data. Data collected by the extensometer scans are located within
Appendix E.
Deployment of the foil strain gauges was accomplished by mounting the ¼” long 350ohm resistance sensors directly to the cable sensors. The exact positions of the six deployed
gauges are displayed in Table V, which correspond to the locations near other validation
technologies. The strain gauges were protected from the moisture of the grout cement by
utilizing an M-bond type epoxy when installed in the boreholes. Standard 3-wire cable was used
to communicate between the sensors and the Vishay 7000 series signal interrogator, which was
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operated while attached to a computer operating Strain Smart software. The StrainSmart®
software is used to guide the scanning of the gauges and record the findings that are included as
plots in Figure 41 & 42. Scans of the strain gauges were conducted in the laboratory on 7/6/2016,
and in the field on 8/9/2016, 8/30/2016, 9/20/2016, 10/20/2016, 11/11/2016, 12/20/2016, and
1/19/2017. Data from these scans are presented in Figure 41 in units of microstrain with positive
values indicating tension and negative values for compression. Time is displayed on the x-axis
with the microstrain value on the y-axis. According to Figure 41 the values of the 7/7/2016
laboratory test are the only significant tensional values. The majority of the deployed ROSS
readings are compressional, in agreement with the fact that the ROSSes are deployed within the
grouted boreholes which could place the strain gauges in a constant semi compressive state.
Data collected by the ROSSes are identical in format to that of the foil strain gauges. The
ROSSes were positioned in the middle of the pillar in both boreholes and near the induced strain
experiment. A J-bond type epoxy was placed over the traditional M-bond to increase protection
of the gauges. Standard 3-wire cables connect the six gauges to the two CAT5 communication
cables that bring the signal from the sensor location to a location where the Vishay system can be
deployed safely. Data were procured from the ROSSes in the same matter as the foil strain
gauges and the dates of collection were also the same. Values of the strain response of the
ROSSes (in microstrain) can be viewed in Figure 42 with the date collected on the x-axis and the
microstrain value on the y-axis. In Figure 42 (top) the ROSS strain gauge response is not as clear
as that of the cable mounted gauges presented in Figure 41 in that no trends are readily visible
beyond the fact that the sensor experienced minimal deformation. Figure 42 (bottom) displays a
similar value range to that of Figure 42 (top) except for the scans taken 11/1/2016, which show
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large unexplainable values. Both data sets plotted in Figure 42 have approximately the same
range of about -100 to 100 microstrain, with a few outliers in Figure 42 (bottom).

Figure 41: Reading from strain gauges on sensor cables (tension positive)

Figure 42: Readings from strain gauges on Rosses. Plot of the responses of
the ROSS 11 feet inside BH2 from the southeast corner of the pillar (top),
and plot of the responses of the ROSS 45 feet inside BH1 from the southwest
corner of the pillar (bottom), (tension positive)
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The graph in Figure 43 (top) displays the Brugg_Strain data plotted with the
corresponding strain gauge data for the time period of 8/4/2016 (before grouting of the
boreholes) and 8/9/2016 (after grouting of the boreholes). Positions along the Brugg_Strain are
in meters on the x-axis and recorded strain is in microstrain on the y-axis. No temperature
correction was applied during calculations of the strain values. This scan is a testament to the
survival of the sensors considering the harsh installation environment and the impact of the grout
on the sensors. A visual assessment of Figure 43 (top) shows minimal strain throughout most of
the array, as well as a close agreement between the data from the fiber sensor and strain gauges.
Elevated signals observed in sections located in BH1 and near the southeast end of BH2 are
likely due to the elevated temperatures rather than strain, as the grouting of BH1 and the
southeast most portions of BH2 was conducted on 8/8/2016 a day before these scans were taken.
The elevated signals in the sections of cable located between BH1 and BH2 are likely due to the
warmer temperatures in the main drift. Inspection of the plot in Figure 43 (bottom) of data from
11/1/16 relative to a baseline on 10/3/16 suggests that large strains have been induced in
segments of the cables outside of the instrumented boreholes during attachment of the cables to
the pillar ribs. The data from positions inside the boreholes where the foil gauges are attached
directly to the fibers are comparable between the technologies. These graphs support the
interpretation that the Brugg_Strain data are numerically close to the foil strain gauge data at that
particular time and location.
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Figure 43: Plots of the Brugg_Strain fiber sensor responses from 8/9/2016 (top), and 10/20/2016
(bottom) with the foil strain gauge data from the same time periods. Brugg_Strain data are
Brillouin frequency response converted to relative microstrain, and both data sets are
plotted relative to position, (tension positive)

Comparison of the OCC_Strain microstrain data on 8/9/2016 relative to a baseline on
8/4/16 and the foil strain gauge data is displayed in Figure 44. The plot shows how numerically
close the data from the two technologies are after borehole deployment. Variation in the
OCC_Strain data is apparent, however, in the limited points of comparison between the ROSS
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and fiber optic sensor technologies the data sets are numerically close. These plots support the
interpretation that both technologies are still working and collecting relatively precise data.

BH2
BH1

Figure 44: Plots of the OCC_Strain data from 10/20/2016 collected by the foil strain gauges and
ROSSes. All data are displayed in microstrain relative to position along the OCC_Strain fiber.
OCC_Strain data have been converted from Brillouin frequency using the calibration
parameters, (tension positive)

Figure 45 displays a plot of the Brugg_Strain data collected on 11/1/2016 relative to a
baseline on 9/14/16, and traditional strain sensor data collected at 11/1//2016 1:10 am. This plot
is included in this chapter to show the Brugg_Strain sensor and traditional sensor data
relationship four months after deployment to detect any significant changes in the UMEC, or in
the deployed sensor arrays. Visual inspection of Figure 45 and its correlation to the plots shown
in Figure 43 show heightened response in the Brugg_Strain sensor in the areas of attachment
between BH1 and BH2, including the 140 to 160-meter range previously discussed. The “quiet”
zones of minimal “noise” of ±50 microstrain clearly show the positions of BH1 and BH2. The
traditional sensor data show a response that is similar to the previous data sets shown in Figure
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43, with the data point at 95 meters () being slightly higher than the FOS signal and the data
points near the southeast end of BH2 showing negligible strain.

BH1

BH2

Figure 45: Plot of the Brugg_Strain data from 11/01/2016 alongside traditional strain
sensor collected at the same time period. Both data sets are plotted with
position on the x-axis and microstrain on the y-axis, (tension positive)

Depicted in Figure 46 are the OCC_Strain data from 1/22/2017 plotted with the
comparable traditional strain sensor data and the ROSS data from the same time period. The
inclusion of this plot aids in the comparability of the OCC_Strain sensor data five months after
deployment. Only three of the point data are observable because the fourth point is at the same
location as one of the others.
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Figure 46: Plot of the OCC_Strain data from 01/22/2017 with the strain gauge
and ROSS data sets. All data are displayed in microstrain with the FOS data being
converted using the calibration parameters relative to a 10/03/2016 baseline,
(tension positive)

At the location of 95 meters on the Brugg_Strain cable and the 236-meter position of the
OCC_Strain cable, both cables physically correlate to the strain gauge at 45 feet in BH1 and the
ROSS at the same position. This location was selected due to it being a location where the most
strain sensing points could be found and the 9/20/2018 data were selected because all sensors at
this location had data available from a 24-hour span on this date. An 8/9/2016 baseline was used
for both the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain data. The Brugg_Strain reads -3.35 microstrain and
the OCC_Strain reads 3.27 microstrain. From the traditional sensors, the Brugg_Strain mounted
strain gauge reads 91.63 microstrain and the OCC_Strain mounted strain gauge reads -64.52
microstrain. Finally, the ROSS strain gauges average out to -5.92 microstrain. This quick
comparison is not enough to support any opinions on the accuracy of any of the deployed FOS
sensors however, it is helpful in displaying the minimal strain environment the sensors have been
deployed into.
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8.3.

Ease of Repair

The likelihood that a sensor will be damaged and the ease in which it can be repaired or
replaced once it suffers damage are factors that should be considered when designing an
instrumentation plan. Physical access to the location is necessary for repairing both fiber optic
and traditional sensors; however, the amount of access to facilitate repairs differs between the
two technologies. Traditional sensors generally require less specialized equipment for repair. If a
strain gauge is broken, the gauge is simply replaced and rewired. Thermocouples are fixed with a
metal linesman splice which requires a readily available metal soldering kit. In contrast, if the
glass fiber within the cable is broken, a splice is required to fix it and the entire sensor loop is
unusable until the fiber is spliced. An arc fusion device with direct access to a minimum of 2 feet
of continuous sensing fiber is necessary to complete a repair splice. Once fixed, the repaired
sensor may or may not function properly. In the experience of the UMEC deployment, resplicing the CAT5 communication lines for the strain gauges has been 100% effective, while the
re-splicing the deployed fiber optic sensors has been 80% effective. The splicing of 20 meters of
patch cable to fix the broken Brugg_Strain was the exception and required the services of an
experienced fiber optic professional.

8.4.

Cost

The cost of the fiber optic and traditional arrays can be compared in several ways. The
expenses for the initial deployment of the fiber optics array are much higher. For example, the
Ominsens DITEST signal interrogator was purchased for $135,000 and fiber sensors costing $3
to $12 per meter of cable are often dedicated to a single deployment. Traditional instrumentation
does require the up-front cost of a signal interrogator, which is usually $10,000 or less, but in
general the sensors and communication cables cost less than the fiber optic sensors. In terms of
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campaign style data acquisition, the costs for both arrays become more reasonable because,
while the sensors are generally single use, the signal interrogators (main cost) are re-useable.
From a data coverage perspective, the value of the fiber optics systems is in the
distributed sensor array’s average resolution of 0.10 meter throughout the entirety of the fiber
loop. To accurately emulate this coverage, a traditional sensor array would need microstrain or 1
˚C data collection accuracy at 0.10 meter intervals along a predesigned pattern. Using the current
UMEC deployment of approximately 700 meters of fiber optic cable as a reference, the cost of
equipment required to equal this coverage with traditional sensors would be tremendous and
impractical for such a limited space of operation. For scenarios that require a general knowledge
of the changes occurring in an area of underground excavation, the traditional sensory
instruments can accomplish this effectively and affordably. However, if the goal is to obtain
uniform closely-spaced rock mass data efficiently at lengths of up to 50 km, a fiber optic cable
array is likely the better choice. A complete list of the costs associated with particular sensing
technologies used in the FOS research project are available in Table XII.
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Table XII: Costs of equipment used in the UMEC Deployment
Cost Sheet Equipment Description
# in UMEC cost per unit UMEC total cost
Ominsens Ditest (2011)
1
135000
135000
Ditest 8 channel switch (2011)
1
14900
14900
Brugg V9 fiber (m) (2011)
500
12
6000
Fiber
Brugg Temperture (m) (2011)
128
12
1536
Optics
OCC Mil-tec (m) (2012)
300
6.13
1839
Corning Freedom (m) (2012)
513
3
1580
vishay 7000 series Data
1
10000
10000
350 ohm foil strain gauges(5 pk)
6
64.5
387
100ft. Co-axial cable
3
20
60
Handheld TDR (2007)
1
1000
1000
Tidbit Temperature Logger
3
100
300
Traditional 3-part geophones
19 none
Geophysics Dep.
Technology Rock Strain Strips
3 none
Gift from NIOSH
Ruggedized Cat5 cable (ft.)
1000
0.36
360
T-type thermocouple wire (ft)
500
0.25
125
Thermocouple extension wire (ft)
500
0.25
125
SI 325 signal interagator (2012)
1
30000
30000
Tape Extensometer (2010)
1
1
350
wedge anchors 1/2" 50 pk
1
5
5

8.5.

Time Required

A critical factor in the effectiveness of a tool is the time required to learn, prepare,
deploy, and collect the data using the tool. A large collection of support documents and YouTube
videos are available to aid in the use of the traditional technologies. Education and training for
the proper use of the particular fiber optic interrogator and software was provided by previous
students and communication through electronic channels with the system’s manufacturers. The
sophistication of the fiber optic technology and fewer channels of education led to significant
amounts of time invested in its mastery. Table XIII displays the estimated time of preparation
associated with each technology, as well as the level of difficulty that accompanies the learning
of the technology (blue=easy, peach=medium, red=difficult).
Table XIII: Approximate time incurred and level of difficultly associated with each deployment task
Technology
Fiber Optuc (DST)
Stran Gauges
Thermocouples
Tidbit Temp
TDR
Tape Extensometer
Difficulty Level

Learning
2 months
1 week
1 day
1 day
3 days
1 hour
Easy

Preparation
1 month
1 week
1 hour
5 min
1 hour
30 min
Medium

Deployment
1 week
1 week
1 week
10 min
1 week
1 hour
Hard

Data Collection
10 min
1 hour
1 hour
10 min
10 min
1 hour

Anomaly Identification
10 min-1 day
11 min-1 day
12 min-1 day
13 min-1 day
14 min-1 day
15 min-1 day

Data Interpratation
1 day
1 hour
1 hour
30 min
10 min
30 min
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Preparation of the traditional instruments ranged from the complete construction and
connection of the Rock Strain Strips to simply opening the packages containing the Tidbits.
Fiber optic sensor preparation required large amounts of laboratory experimentation to calibrate
the response to strain and temperature changes. The traditional equipment required more
physical time, while the fiber optic system required more precision and attention to detail.
Comparing the deployment of both the FOS and traditional arrays can also be done at the
level of particular tasks. All of the traditional technologies deployed in the UMEC required
personal to physical visit to collect the data, while the FOS signal interrogator could be
communicated with through an Ethernet cable that was connected to the internet.
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9. Fiber Optic Cable Brand Comparison
The field experiment at the UMEC was designed to include two types of strain-sensing
cables and two types of temperature-sensing cables to evaluate the performance of less
expensive, domestically manufactured, fiber optic cables relative to that of the more established
cables manufactured by the Swiss company Brugg. The attributes of the cables compared include
functionality and data collected.
Four different types of fiber optic cables representing three fiber optic cable
manufacturers were deployed in the UMEC array. The cables manufactured by Brugg have been
documented in other distributed sensor projects (Selker, 2006), which supported the decision to
use these particular cables at the UMEC. Deployed near the Brugg_Strain cable is the OCC’s Dseries tightly buffered Distribution Mil-Tac Cable, which has been repurposed from a
communications cable to a strain sensing cable. The Brugg Temp-85 cable and the Corning
FREEDM LST cable serve as the temperature-sensing cables for the experiment.
Presented in Figure 47 are two plots of fiber response signals that are disqualified from
further analysis because of disruptions in the Brillouin frequency response by either breaks in the
glass fiber, tight turns that impeded the passage of the laser light, or signal dampening due to
fiber junctions. In the Corning_Temperature response, Figure 47 (top), variability in the data are
readily apparent as “spikes” and the positions of the two cable to cable junctions are indicated
with black lines. Sensor cable data that are outside of the normal range of Brillouin scattering
frequencies may not necessarily reflect the current conditions that cable is experiencing. An
example of this would be the case of the Corning_Temperature cable in its responses after the
90-meter position. A scan of the Corning Temperature cable with an optical time domain
reflectometry (OTDR) device by a professional fiber optic technician showed the sensor cable’s
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signal was disrupted at a point just inside the northeast exit of BH1 near the 90 meter position
and was impacting the cable’s performance. The disruption is likely due to the cable being
subjected to a very tight bend at that position which either is interfering with the passage of the
laser light signal, has caused damage to the fiber, or both.
Figure 47 (bottom) contains three Brugg_Strain responses dated 3/30/2017 showing that
three types of scans were recorded. The lowest dark blue scan is a response that closely
resembles the data collected in the fall of 2016 and is typical of valid data. The other two
responses were created by a disruption of the Brillouin scattering process which could be
associated with issues with the data collection system, the cables, or the cable connections.

BH1

BH1

BH2

Figure 47: The Corning_Temperature (top) cable was subjected to a tight bending
radius during deployment and the data displayed as absolute temperature relative
to positions along the fiber show temperatures values that are clearly not realistic.
The Brugg_Strain (bottom) cable was spliced after being broken and the plot of the
Brillouin frequency relative to position along the fiber shows two elevated segments
corresponding to the splices
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9.1.

Functionality and Cost

For the purpose of this project, functionality is considered to be a combination of
durability, reparability, and issue-free data collection. Durability was evaluated on the ability of
the cable to survive deployment, attachment, and months of use in the underground environment.
Table XIV was created by combining data from the cable manufacturers with observations from
the UMEC deployment and displays a number of attributes of the cables deployed along with
their performance.
Table XIV: Characteristics of Deployed Fibers

Brugg V9
Cable Diameter (mm)
Bending Radius (mm)
Crush Resistance (N/cm)
Max tensile strength (N)
Jacket Construction
steel tube
Information Sources
Cost ($ per m) (2014)
Deployment
Attachment
Longevity
Repairability
Issues encountered
% of Scans "unuseable"
before 1/1/2017
after 1/1/2017

Mil-Tac OCC
5
64
250
260

Brugg T-85
7
50
440
600

kevlar fibers

steel wires

Corning Freedm
5
10
20
111
800 not displayed
1500
2700
kevlar fibers

(BRUsens strain, 2011) (D-series, 2008) (BRUsens Temp, 2011) (FREEDM, 2015)
10
6
10
3
survived
survived
survived
survived
survived
survived
N/A
N/A
4 months
>12 months
>12 months
<1 month
low
high
moderate
high
Broken Fiber
Bad Termination N/A
Broken Fiber
6%
95%

20%
0%

0%
70%

100%
100%

Although technically all four of the cables survived installation, the Corning Freedm
cable was discontinued from normal scanning after 8/26/2016. The location of the signal
disruptions suggests that it was bent too tightly to allow adequate light to pass. Erratic scans of
unexplainable origin were recorded on the Brugg_Strain cable on 8/9/2016 to 8/10/2016,
8/17/2016 to 8/23/2016, and finally 9/11/2016 to 9/14/2016. The system continued to make
error-free scans between the unpredictably erratic scans, which stopped after 9/23/2016. Possible
explanations include dirty fiber terminations, incomplete calibration cycles, loose connections to
or within the signal interrogator, or an erratic software malfunction. At the end of August 2016,
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the Omnisens DITEST malfunctioned and required remote service by the manufacturer to bring
it back online. On 9/17/2016 irregularities began occurring in the data sets of the OCC_Strain
cable. Communication with the cable stayed constant, but one out of every few scans of the cable
showed a highly unusual response, which can be seen in the plot in Figure 31 (bottom). Due to
the irregularity of the disrupted scans, the problem wasn’t identified until November, 2016. Upon
testing a termination of the OCC_Strain cable for use in the DAS experiment, a professional
fiber optic technician found a weakened signal and replaced the E-2000 termination in
November, 2016. This repair fixed the unusual scans being recorded on that cable sensor. The
Brugg_Strain fiber was severed at the beginning of January, 2017. Fiber damage was caused by a
rock dislodging from the rib and breaking the shell of cement grout surrounding the cable along
the east rib of the pillar. Damage consisted of the glass fiber being broken due to the bending of
the cable. A fiber optic professional technician from Silixa fixed the Brugg_Strain cable on
3/27/2017. The OCC_Strain and Brugg_Temperature cables survived and continued to provide
data for over a year.
The Brugg_Strain sensing cable is the most difficult cable to repair relative to the other
sensing cables used in the UMEC deployment. The metal-bonded jacket of the Brugg_Strain
sensor protects the fiber, and it also creates a difficult barrier to remove in order to expose the
bare fiber for splicing. Once the bare Brugg_Strain fiber has been exposed with the use of a
metal file, the glass fiber is increasingly prone to breakage due to the resistance of the metal
tubing to any manual manipulation. The professional fiber optic technician was unable to attach
the two sections of the damaged Brugg_Strain fiber because of the combination of the splicing
environment and the difficulty of splicing the Brugg_Strain cable. Instead, a connecting length of
Corning lead-in cable (which has an elevated frequency response) was spliced between the two
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fibers. In contrast, the Brugg_Temperature cable is designed to have a loose structure and
contains metal fibers wrapped around the glass core. After carefully cutting these metal fibers
and removing all protective layers, the fiber can be spliced. Splicing the OCC_Strain fiber or the
Corning’s Freedm cable is a matter of cutting back the protecting Kevlar fabric with a razor and
splicing the ends together.
The sensing fiber optic cables may also be compared in terms of cost, although there is a
tradeoff between cost and sensing ability. The data provided in Table XIV show that the Brugg
cables are the more expensive cables at a base price, which excludes the additional costs of
shipping or manufacturer terminations. A justification for the higher price of the Brugg cables,
however, is that they were the only cables deployed that were specifically manufactured for the
purpose of strain and temperature sensing. The other cables that were deployed in the UMEC
were designed as durable fiber optic communication cables that have the potential to be used as
fiber optic sensing cables.

9.2.

Data Provided

The system utilized in the UMEC deployment scans one sensing fiber at a time, so
comparisons of the collected data sets must be done with scans taken at approximately the same
time, rather than exactly. Plots of the fiber optic sensor responses in Figure 48 demonstrate the
comparable sensitivity of the different cable brands and types. Due to a termination labeling
error, throughout the majority of the data collection period, the OCC_Strain cable was connected
in the opposite direction as the Brugg_Strain cable. Consequently, the OCC_Strain data are
displayed in reverse order compared to the Brugg_Strain fiber so that the physical positions
match on the plots, enabling a direct visual comparison.
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Figure 48 (top) contains a plot of the Brugg_Strain data collected on 9/4/2016 and
9/9/2016, as well as the OCC_Strain data collected about the same time. On the x-axis is the
position in meters, and along the y-axis is the Brillouin frequency in GHz. The use of the two xaxes (Brugg_Strain is on the bottom, OCC_Strain is on the top) enables the two strain sensing
cables to be shown in one plot and read in one comparable direction. Brillouin frequency in GHz
was selected to allow the reader to see the non-converted responses of the two strain sensing
cables. The data from both strain sensors corresponding to the dates of 8/4/2016 and 8/9/2016
were chosen because the sensor cables had just been deployed and in the case of the 8/9/2016,
had just been partially grouted. This plot creates a baseline of the two strain cable interactions, as
well as display the differing response of the cables to the activities that occurred between these
two dates. It is visually apparent in Figure 48 (top) that the OCC_Strain cable has had a greater
response to the events than the Brugg_Strain, particularly the areas within BH1 211-241 meters
and BH2 123-153 meters. This is likely due to the higher amounts of tension induced in the
larger size OCC cable during the deployment process.
Within Figure 48 (middle) the Brugg_Strain data collected on 8/9/2016 and 8/27/2016 is
compared to the OCC_Strain data collected at about the same time. The x-axis displays the
position in meters along the cables and the y-axis is the relative change in Brillouin frequency
(MHz) from an 8/4/2016 baseline for both strain sensing cables. Two x-axes were used
(Brugg_Strain on bottom, OCC_Strain on top) to enable a direct positional comparison. Data for
the two strain sensing cables that correspond to the dates of 8/9/2016 and 8/27/2016 were
selected because after 8/9/2016 all the deployed cables were fully grouted, and after 8/27/2016 a
number of additional direct cable to rock attachments had been constructed. What is significant
about the plot in Figure 48 (middle) is that it shows the changes in the signal response of both
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strain sensing cables to all of the changes between the two stated dates from a 8/4/2016 baseline,
allowing the viewer to see how sensitive each cable was over this time period. The large spike at
160-170 meters on the Brugg_Strain x-axis that can be seen on both cable data sets corresponds
to the placement of the cables into the protective concrete trench on 8/16/2016 and illustrates
how closely the two strain sensing cables responded to this particular event. Neither strain
sensing cable ranges more than 40 (MHz) from the historic data, although, the OCC_Strain
sensor data does fluctuate more than the Brugg_Strain.
Figure 48 (bottom) displays the Brugg_Strain data from 8/4/2016 and 8/9/2016, and the
comparable OCC_Strain data collected at about the same time. Position in meters is displayed on
two x-axes (Brugg_Strain on bottom, OCC_Strain on top) while the y-axis displays the data
converted to microstrain (µƐ) of each data set. The plot in Figure 48 (bottom) incorporates the
same data series as Figure 48 (top), but with the calibration parameters applied allow for direct
numerical comparison. Both strain sensor data sets are numerically close when compared using
units of microstrain. The primary data set deviations observed are centered around the boreholes
and attachment areas where both strain sensing cables have been attached in the same manner.
Overall, the OCC_Strain cable data have a larger range of numerical responses as shown in the
plot.
Figure 28 (top and middle) located in Chapter 7, shows how the Brugg_Strain (top) and
OCC_Strain (middle) sensing data responses to the concrete grouting of the boreholes within the
UMEC. Although the two data sets are not plotted together, the same deployment method and
grout implementation occurred to both sensing cables at the same time. Visually the response of
the Brugg_Strain is clearer than the OCC_Strain cable’s response, which lacks the same
uniformity.
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BH2

BH1

Brugg_8/4/16
Brugg_8/9/16
OCC_8/4/16
OCC_8/9/16

Pillar_Brugg_Strain vs. Pillar_OCC_Strain Aug 9th & Aug 27 (Baseline Aug 4th)

Brugg_8/4/16
Brugg_8/9/16
Brugg_8/27/16
OCC_8/4/16
OCC_8/9/16
OCC_8/27/16

Pillar_Brugg_Strain vs. Pillar_OCC_Strain Aug 9th (Baseline Aug 4th)

Brugg_8/9/16
OCC_8/9/16

Figure 48: Response data from the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables. Top: Brillouin
frequency comparison of the two sensing fibers vs. position. Middle: Brillouin frequency
relative to a selected baseline vs. position. Bottom: Brillouin frequency converted to
microstrain vs. physical position (tension positive). Two x-axes are used in each plot with
the OCC_Strain on top and the Brugg_Strain on bottom
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The plots in Figure 29 (top and middle) located in Chapter 7, show the Brugg_Strain
(top) and OCC_Strain (middle) cable’s signal responses to the direct cable attachment and
protective trench activities that occurred. A direct comparison of the two strain sensing cables is
appropriate because both cable sets were treated in the same physical manner from the UMEC
deployment onward. It is visually apparent that the Brugg_Strain sensing cable had a larger
numerical response to implementation of the protective trench along the north drift. The
OCC_Strain cable’s response along the impacted sections of cable was not as numerically close
and showed several large swings that the Brugg_Strain data did not have.
A numerical assessment of the two strain cable data sets were conducted between two
points that hold the same physical space in the UMEC, but differing positions along the two
strain sensing cables. Over a 20-day data collection period (8/4/2016 to 8/24/2016), eight
samples from the end of the time period were selected to allow for an average of the change in
the sensing cable response. An analysis was conducted on all four sets of data using the standard
deviation, 20-day difference in signal response, and largest range between cable responses,
which are shown in Table XV. The comparable data sets from the two strain sensing cables are
presented in corresponding colors to facilitate visual comparison. The blue-colored data were
collected from a physical position in BH2 and the green-colored data were collected from a
physical position within BH1. These two positions were chosen because of the temperature
stability of the borehole environments to ensure the same strain conditions were compared.
Results of this analysis show the data sets of the Brugg_Strain data were numerically closer with
a standard deviation (GHz) of 0.0010 compared to the OCC strain at 0.0016. In addition, the
OCC strain data have roughly doubled the data of the Brugg_Strain in terms of the 20-day
difference and difference in range values over the specified period. The information in Table
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XIV supports the opinion that the OCC_Strain cable produces data that fluctuate considerably
more than the Brugg_Strain cable data in the same conditions.
Table XV: Mil-Tac OCC and Brugg V9 cable data comparison
Mil-tac OCC
8/4/201
5:35 PM

8/4/2016
6:05 PM

8/4/2016
6:38 PM

Scan Times
8/4/2016
8/24/2016
8:10 PM
8:00 AM

Location (m)
135.0210
10.8610
10.8607
10.8609
10.8595
10.8624
249.9800
10.8465
10.8482
10.8474
10.8461
10.8506
Average (GHz) STD (GHz) STD (MHz) 20-Day Diff (GHz) Range (GHz) Range (MHz)
10.8599
0.0017
1.6950
-0.0030
0.0051
5.1300
10.8477
0.0015
1.5111
-0.0007
0.0045
4.4600
Brugg V9
8/4/2016
4:00 PM

8/4/2016
6:27 PM

8/4/2016
7:59 PM

Scan Times
8/4/2016
8/24/2016
9:30 PM
7:49 AM

Location (m)
94.0800
10.5556
10.5542
10.5546
10.5543
10.5556
185.9660
10.5237
10.5240
10.5245
10.5230
10.5247
Average (GHz) STD (GHz) STD (MHz) 20-Day Diff (GHz) Range (GHz) Range (MHz)
10.5554
0.0010
1.0455
0.0011
0.0028
2.8000
10.5238
0.0010
1.0207
-0.0015
0.0028
2.8000

8/24/2016 8/24/2016 8/24/2016
9:36 AM 6:38 PM 8:15 PM
10.8596
10.8491

10.8580
10.8467

10.8573
10.8471

8/24/2016 8/24/2016 8/24/2016
9:25 AM 6:28 PM 8:04 PM
10.5570
10.5253

10.5553
10.5225

10.5567
10.5226

The length of the Brugg_Temperature was limited due to manufacturer inventory so
segments of Corning Freedm Cable were used to provide sufficient length to extend the
temperature-sensing loop from DITEST system to the northeast corner of the pillar, and from the
pillar back to the electrical room to connect it to the DITEST system. Although the previously
described issues with the Corning cable data interferes with comparative or numerical analyses,
and prevents a valid comparison of the temperature-sensing cables from being made, data are
presented in Figure 49 to provide an opportunity for general qualitative comparison.
Figure 49 displays the Brugg_Temperature sensor cable and the Corning_Temperature
sensor cable responses over a time of 8/4/2016-8/10/2016. The position in meters along the
sensor cables is displayed on the x-axis and the Brillouin frequency in GHz is shown on the yaxis. Both cables use the same Corning _Temperature cable to transport both temperature
sensing fiber optic cable signals to the deployed cable lengths from the DITEST at 0 meters to
the northeast corner of the pillar at the 95-meter position. At that point both cables make a very
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sharp turn to enter BH1 and the Corning_Temperature response data became invalid. The
DITEST software does not recognize returned cable responses above 13 GHz as this is the
uppermost scannable range of the Brillouin frequency (Omnisens, 2000). A rough comparison of
the two cables can be made by visually inspecting the Corning segment 0-95 meters to the
Brugg_Temp segments 95-240 meters shown in solid colors. The Corning segments contain
more variability along with several large spikes suggesting that it is more “noisy” than the
Brugg_Temp sensor.

Figure 49: Plot of the Brugg_Temperature fiber’s response alongside the
Corning_Temperature fiber’s response at approximately equal time on 8/4/16, 8/9/2016,
and 8/10/2016. Both data sets display Brillouin frequency (GHz) plotted relative
to positions along their respective fibers. Both sensor cables make a sharp bend
to enter BH1 at the 90 to 95 meter positions
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10.

Design and Deployment Protocol Recommendations
This chapter provides recommendations to establish a protocol for deployment of a

distributed fiber optic sensory network in an underground environment. Starting at the design
stage of deployment of a fiber optic sensor array, this protocol will present deployment
suggestions that are supported by the lessons learned in the UMEC deployment pertaining to four
different topics:
•
•
•
•

Design Considerations
Equipment Selection Recommendations
Deployment Suggestions
Operation and Maintenance Advice
Aside from recently developed real-time radar systems that have been used to observe

patterns of displacement of the ground surface (for example, open pit mine slopes), the state-ofthe-art in geotechnical and seismic monitoring is generally limited to localized point
measurements. As discussed throughout this thesis, distributed fiber optic sensors utilize a
specialized sensor cable and a system that can collect data along the entirety of its length.
Therefore, the spatial resolution of temperature, deformation, and dynamic events is increased,
which enables more comprehensive real-time monitoring than traditional instruments. These
cables can be installed in mines along rock faces underground and in boreholes to provide data
from within the rock mass, as well as surficial measurements. Research at Montana Tech,
including that described in this thesis, has focused on demonstrating the effectiveness of the
emerging fiber optic based distributed strain and temperature (DST) and distributed acoustic
sensing (DAS) technologies under various mining conditions, facilitating their adoption by the
mining industry and thereby contributing to mine safety.
DST and DAS use in mining engineering is relatively new and little has been published
to assist those interested in adopting these technologies. With the knowledge that was gained via
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the deployment of the fiber optic sensor array in the UMEC, a guide to the design and
deployment of a distributed fiber optic sensor array has been developed and is presented in this
chapter. The primary goal of this protocol is to provide a comprehensive, accessible design-todeployment plan that makes the methods and rationale of each suggestion clear to the user. Note
that multiple methods could be used to achieve the same outcome. A few of these alternatives
will be introduced as they become relevant to the protocol. This protocol is intended to
complement other sources of information about the technology and not to be a single source of
information on distributed fiber optic sensor array deployment.

10.1. Design Considerations
All projects should be undertaken with specific objectives or goals in mind. One example
of an instrumentation project’s objectives is quantifying the influence of water on slope stability,
such as in the Arizona Inn Landslide in Oregon, in which instrumentation was utilized to record
the site piezometric pressures and ultimately define the water-to-rock relationship (Squier and
Associates, 1994). Another common theme in instrumentation is deformation measurements.
Larson et al. (2000) used an array of instruments to monitor the stability of openings in
underground environments. The goal of any instrumentation program should focus on how
instrumentation can assist in solving a problem. The goal of the UMEC deployment was the
demonstration of the distributed fiber optic sensor technology in an underground environment.
Location selection is of critical importance in terms of both accurate data collection and
instrument survivability. Additionally, access to the deployment location has been crucial to the
overall design success of the UMEC deployment, although not all deployments may require
frequent access to the cable sensors. Location design and the project objective will dictate the
methods used to attach the sensor cables to the rock mass. Two methods of cable attachment
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were tested in the UMEC: 1) continuous attachment in a groove created in the rock surface to
hold the cable: and, 2) point attachment using an anchor system. Point anchors require less
surface preparation and provide a mechanism to increase longevity at locations of large
anticipated movements by distributing strain over a large length of cable, but do not provide
precise location of ground movements. A third means of attachment, not explored at the UMEC,
would be to embed the cable in shotcrete applied after the cable is deployed.
Fiber vulnerability and system requirements are variables that must be considered during
location selection. According to the cable manufacturer, the maximum strain the fiber can
withstand before breaking is 1%, which limits the effectiveness of this technology for an area
experiencing large amounts of ground movement. A single break in the fiber loop after
deployment will leave the array useless if a splice cannot be made. If 110v electricity is needed
to run the sensor system, the equipment must be kept in a water free environment. Elevating
cables can save a deployment from damage by workers and equipment.
Designing the physical fiber optic sensor array is dependent on the capabilities of the
technology and space available. Other variables that should be considered include the budget of
project, the type of data that is of interest, rock mass restrictions, and time available for the
deployment and experiment. The bulk of the costs are associated with the specialized fiber optic
equipment and cables, but labor for deployment, monitoring, and maintenance should not be
ignored (Mikkelsen,1996). Availability and ease of modification were characteristics that played
a large role in the cable selection for the UMEC project. Cables were deployed around a central
pillar and through two 100 foot boreholes and attached to roughly 200 feet of wall to maximize
exposure of the fiber to rock mass deformation and vibrations. Although the combination of
borehole and wall cable attachment has been successfully instrumented, the grouping of different
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attachment methods created noise within the deployed cables’ responses. Pre-designing methods
of direct cable-to-rock attachment that can be used in variable rock mass types will allow for a
more efficient sensor array deployment and will save time when interacting with the more
difficult rock textures.
Achieving extended direct cable-to-rock contact requires preparation and time to work.
An average of 1 hour of labor was needed to attach 4.5 meters (15 feet) of cable to any given
point of contact in the UMEC deployment. Available time to work may limit the types of cable
attachment that can be undertaken. Deployment in an active heading will likely limit the
available time and increase the threat to the deployed instruments.
The UMEC deployment provided an opportunity to compare different types of cable
attachment methods and materials. The cables were attached to the rock using cement, epoxy,
and mechanical means. Based on experience in this project, a cement or grout type compound is
recommended for primary cable attachment. Cement provides the necessary conformability,
strength, and ability to bond to the rock surfaces. Epoxy can be used to quickly attach cable to
rock, but the cool and wet conditions of an underground environment are not conducive for
extended cable attachments with epoxy-based compounds. Point attachment is helpful to keep
the cable tight but does not work for acoustic data. Embedment in shotcrete is an attachment
method that was considered but not used in this project. Caution is recommended with any
attachment method in areas of concentrated ground movement because total encasement of the
fiber decreases a sensor cable’s ability to stretch.
In the UMEC deployment, type I-II-V cement was mixed on site and used in a similar
fashion to that of a cement grout at a mine site. The cement was used for borehole and direct wall
attachments due to its adequate strength and ease of application. In lower risk areas, an epoxy
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compound was used to hold the cables in grooves in the rock face. Point attachment anchors
designed by the UMEC deployment team were used in locations where direct attachment was not
possible because the rock mass was too rough.
The protection of the cables is critical for an array’s longevity. Cable protection design
begins with location selection, as finding a zero-threat location is not likely. Cable deployment
within the UMEC utilized a combination of direct shielding and attaching the cable as high as
possible along the rib out of the way. Shielding was done with both flexible rubber garden hoses
and more rigid air hoses, providing protection against cutting, rubbing, or bending too tightly.
Care was taken to maintain adequate bending radii when deploying cables and traditional sensors
in any position that required the sensor cable to bend. Each cable used had a different allowable
bending radius, with the largest value controlling the entire array. In one particularly hazardous
location within the UMEC, the cables were placed in a shallow trench and covered with 5 to 6
inches of concrete. Embedding the cables in shotcrete would be an additional protective step if
the option exists.
Deploying traditional instrumentation alongside a fiber optic sensor array is essential
because the scientific community’s knowledge of fiber optic sensors’ abilities is still growing. A
secondary source of data will provide greater confidence in the fiber’s response data. Ideally,
each type of information being collected should have a validating technology for comparison.
Design of an instrumentation program depends on budget, information required, time constraints,
and location limitations (Mikkelsen, 1996). Validation equipment design can be approached in
various ways. In the UMEC deployment, it was done with cost effectiveness, simplicity, and
general ease of access in mind. The selected technologies must be durable enough to withstand
the expected conditions. Within the UMEC deployment, availability and simplicity were the
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primary design criteria for the instrumentation program. Specific validation technologies were
deployed at locations that were chosen based on ease of access, heightened probability of
recording a change in the recorded Brillouin frequency signal, and minimal exposure to
underground hazards.

10.2. Equipment Selection Recommendations
The UMEC distributed fiber optic sensor deployment allowed for a number of different
sensing technologies to be compared in various ways. At its core, the UMEC project was a
technology demonstration project, which is why so many traditional technologies were deployed
for comparison and validation purposes. In a standard mine site deployment, only a few of these
traditional technologies would need to be deployed to provide confidence in the fiber optic
sensor data. Within the UMEC deployment, the foremost comparison conducted was the fiber
optic sensor cables to the traditional technologies in terms of deployability, function, and data
collection. Several steps were taken to add variables of comparison between the array of
traditional point sensor instrumentation and distributed fiber optic sensor technologies, as well as
between the several different brands of distributed fiber optic cables. A list of the conditions that
became comparable by the UMEC deployment are:
•
•
•

Different types of cables (ruggedness, data provided);
Different attachment methods (encasement in cement in boreholes; attachment to ribs via;
cement and epoxy, and mechanical means); and ,
Different types cable organization within boreholes.
Along with budget, environmental concerns and hazards are critical in cable selection.

Four different sets of cables from three manufacturers were selected and deployed in the UMEC.
Two cables from the Swiss company Brugg (the V9 strain sensing and T-85 temperature sensing
cables) were deployed in varying lengths. Mil-Tac OCC’s Type D cable was repurposed to a
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strain sensing cable and Corning’s Freedm cable was repurposed to a temperature sensing cable.
Deploying two of each type of sensing cable allowed for direct comparison of the two cable
brands. Results from the cable brand comparison are presented in Chapter 9 of this thesis.
While selecting cable brands, the designer should be aware of the after-purchase work
required to make the cables deployment ready. For the non-Brugg fibers, the cables were
purchased in bulk with no terminations. Consequently, they had to be cut to length and the
terminations spliced to the ends of the cables. This provides complete design flexibility and is
most cost effective if splicing equipment is available. Brugg prefers to factory-terminate all of
their manufactured cables. The lengths of each sensor must be specified in advance and the
termination splicing adds significant cost (often greater than the cable itself, if the sensors are
short). The reinforced structure of the Brugg cables makes in-house splicing (detailed in Chapter
9 of this document) difficult, particularly when the splicing must be done underground.
Fiber optic cable sensors can provide information regarding positions of change in
temperature or strain, as well as relative/qualitative amounts without excess manipulation of the
data. If quantitative values of temperature and strain are interpreted from the cable sensor, data
calibration is necessary because each fiber has its own unique signature due to the glass
manufacture and cable construction processes. To calibrate the sensors, a testing protocol should
be developed, followed, and periodically reviewed and updated. A summary of how the UMEC
fiber sensors were calibrated is presented in Chapter 5 of this thesis. The final product of the
calibration processes is a set of parameters that allow the conversion of the data to temperature
and/or strain values to facilitate interpretation.
The variety of traditional technologies selected and deployed alongside the fiber optic
sensor cables was selected after considering availability and operation of each of the
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technologies. The remainder of this subsection details which traditional instruments were used
along with the methodology of how they were used.
•

Foil Strain Gauges
The variety of available sizes of strain gauges makes this instrument adaptable, and the

microstrain resolution is attractive for direct sensor cable comparison. These gauges were
deployed at the UMEC in boreholes and along sensor cables utilizing the recommended
mounting and protective epoxies. A ruggedized CAT5 communication cable allowed for direct
line communication to every deployed strain gauge. After deployment, cable organization and
data readout access are paramount. The wait times associated with the mounting and covering
epoxy were prolonged by the humid cool air of the underground environment.
•

Rock Strain Strips (ROSSes)
The Rock Strain Strips (Signer & Sunderman, 2003) deployed in three locations within

the grouted boreholes allowed for microstrain-accurate instruments to be deployed at the specific
locations. As previously described, the array of 6 foil strain gauges acting on two sides of the
metal strip enable detection of bending. Communication to the ROSSes was through CAT5
cables which extended the deployable range of this instrument. Within the UMEC deployment,
data were successfully collected from two out of the three Rosses deployed. Comparisons of the
data collected to those of the sensor cables are displayed in Chapter 8.
•

TDR cable
Time domain reflectometry (TDR) has been adopted by the mining industry for its ability

to detect faults and ground deformation in the localities where the TDR cables are deployed
(Kane, 2000). Rugged, inexpensive and easy to learn, this technology is intended to monitor
areas with larger amounts of ground movement. TDR is similar to FOS sensors because the
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entire length of the instrument acts as the data collecting sensor. However, the sensitivity of the
TDR is much lower than that of the distributed fiber optic sensor systems and is better utilized in
scenarios where excess ground movement may break a distributed fiber optic sensor cable.
•

Extensometers
Three arrays constructed out of anchor bolts were built to utilize a tape extensometer as

part of the UMEC deployment. An inexpensive and easy to deploy ground movement sensor, the
extensometer is a useful geotechnical tool; however, its low resolution makes it more suited for
large ground movement situations. Permanent extensometers, such as the multi-point borehole
extensometers, measure relative change between two points within an excavated borehole
(Capelle, Leroux & Theroue., 1988). This technology is capable of providing relative axial
displacement similar to the data produced by the fiber optic cables sensors, but can only provide
limited multiple point measurability. Extensometers of varying levels of sophistication and cost
are available and in general are a relatively inexpensive means of sensing larger ground
displacements over specific areas.
•

Thermocouples
Thermocouples are inexpensive, rugged, accurate, and easy to deploy temperature data

collecting instruments that were used in the grouted boreholes of the UMEC. Thermocouple
extension wire allows them to be deployed at significant distances from the data collection
instrument, but the practical distance is limited because of cost increase and voltage divider
effect with distance (DaqGuy, 2011). Data were collected from all six deployed Type-T
thermocouples and the comparison of this data can be seen in plots displayed in Chapter 9.
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10.3. Deployment Suggestions
This section conveys a summary of the deployment experiences and corresponding
suggestions acquired during the UMEC deployment. First, the amount of site preparation will be
dictated by the location and array designs. Preparation actions may include: drilling of the
boreholes, care of existing holes, attachment zone preparation, scaling the exposed surfaces, and
cutting grooves for cable attachment. With the UMEC being located on the Montana Tech
campus and not being a producing mine, ample time and opportunities were available for
preparation activities. Adequate site preparation will aid the deployment by reducing the amount
of time the cables are exposed pre- and post-deployment.
Second, a carefully designed deployment process will save time and resources, and limit
the inevitable threats to the unattached cable lengths. Deployment in the UMEC focused on the
borehole portions of the constraints associated with the necessary looped cable configuration.
The deployment resources were therefore focused on one section of cable at a time, along with
the corresponding validation technologies. Creating a methodical process allowed the
deployment team to approach each problem or variation individually, thus limiting deviation
from the original design. Once a deployment process has been developed, any deviation from it
should be recorded because this may affect future array performance. A full description of the
UMEC deployment is available in Chapter 6 of this thesis.
Several unforeseen difficulties were encountered and had to be addressed for the UMEC
deployment to succeed:
•

Tangling of the cables
This was a constant problem due the structural memory retained in the cables’ reinforced

jackets. To counteract this phenomenon, the cables were separated into smaller coil lengths
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and only limited amounts of cable were freed at a time, with the remaining cable lengths kept
on large wooden spools when possible during deployment.
•

Cable Terminations
As the E2000 fiber optic cable terminations are spliced onto the lengths of sensor cable

either in-house or at the factory, it is paramount that these lengths of cable be provided
special protection as any damage will require a new termination to be spliced postdeployment. While being deployed in BH1, one of the terminations on the OCC_Strain
sensor become separated from the sensor due to the tensile force exerted on the cable.
Fortunately, the OCC_Strain was easily repaired with a splice.
•

Cable Strain
Limiting strain on the cables during deployment was made difficult because of the need

to pull the cable lengths through the drilled boreholes. The boreholes were not completely
straight and contained minor amounts of eroded rock material. This condition created
scenarios where tensile strain was placed on the cables which had been taped to the spacers.
As a result, the spacers had to be sanded down to a slightly smaller diameter. Additionally,
the first 3.0 to 4.5 meters (10 to 15 feet) of the cables were robustly attached to spacers to
evenly distribute the induced strain to all four of the sensor cables. Completely assembling
all of the sensors on to the spacers at one time can potentially speed up a borehole
deployment.
•

Cable Organization
A high degree of cable organization was necessary for the UMEC deployment because so

many instruments and cables were being deployed at one time. Many instrumentation
projects will not have such a multitude of sensors and instruments; however, an organized
system can limit strain inducing twisting of the cables as they are pulled through boreholes.
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A deployment board with pre-marked positions that acted as a measuring stick and adjustable
working platform is pictured in Figure 50. This board was designed by the author of this
thesis and was found to be a phenomenally useful tool for the UMEC deployment.

Figure 50: Image of the the organizational deployment board

Adequate lengths of cable to complete the designed attachment scenarios must be
available where needed. This fact became apparent in the UMEC deployment because, due to the
irregular surface of the rock ribs the lengths of cable between the boreholes were too short to
complete the original cable attachment plan. Modifications to the attachment scenarios were
made and the current cable attachments are presented in detail in Chapter 6. From this
experience, it is suggested that designed cable lengths be increased by at least 10-20% and
ideally 20-30% over the required length to ensure enough cable is available to complete the
planned attachments.
The spacers described in Chapter 6 were added to the deployment to test the potential for
increasing performance in terms of wave transmission to the sensor cables in the DAS
experiment and in organizing the large number of instruments and cables being deployed.
Unfortunately, variability in the borehole orientation and debris built up within the boreholes
caused some of the spacers to get stuck during the deployment process.
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The spacers had been designed with this possibility in mind and had shapes that could be
easily modified to a smaller size without losing function. Using a hand-held belt sander, the
plastic 3-D printed spacers were ground down to a smaller size that would easily slide through
the boreholes. The spacers were also designed to be deployed in pairs attached with threaded
rods. Advantages of the two-piece spacer are as follows: 1) the two spacers act as a platform for
attachment of both cables and proximal validation equipment, and 2) they allow for a secure
object to attach the rope used to pull the cables through the boreholes.
Attaching the cables to the spacers with epoxy was a problem due to the cool and damp
conditions underground that drastically increased the curing time. A switch to vinyl electrical
tape for the attachment of the cables not only sped up the process, but allowed for stressrelieving movement within the instruments. Completing the full assembly of a borehole
instrumentation before deploying is a helpful method, if the required (large) amount of space is
available.

10.4. Operations and Maintenance Advice
The fiber optic systems are not particularly durable and require periodic maintenance to
operate correctly. This can involve regularly cleaning the terminations of the fiber optic cables or
letting the fiber optic integrator rest between scanning sessions. A clean fiber optic sensor signal
interrogator system will reduce the risk of dust impacting data acquisition. This also applies to all
of the validation equipment, whether cleaning connector ends or making sure extensometer pins
have not been damaged by machinery.
Collection of the fiber response data will be unique to each system and deployment
scenario. Creating a comprehensive plan for collecting and managing the data will facilitate
interpretation analysis efforts. Project objectives and site behavior will dictate the interval of
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collection of data from the instruments deployed. Remote collection of the cable data is generally
preferable, minimizing the time investment required for close monitoring of the array. Remote
collection was used in the UMEC deployment. Physical collection of data from time to time is
also advised, so the designer can inspect the instruments for damage and ground conditions for
possible threats.
Acquiring accurate information from a sensor array requires frequent checking of the data
collected and correcting any irregularities. At the UMEC, several data quality problems were
encountered and contributed to equipment malfunction. Possible causes of these problems
included lack of fully calibrating the system and cables, selecting an incorrect database file, or
improperly attaching the sensor cables. To limit the irregularities, the signal interrogator was
given scheduled rest periods, and the terminations were regularly cleaned. Suggestions for proper
data collection are backing up all data files collected (on and off the signal interrogator),
establishing a line of communication with the manufacturer to enable quick trouble shooting, and
developing and adhering to a sensor scan cataloging system.
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11.

Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
This thesis research set out to evaluate the distributed fiber optic sensor technologies

deployed in the UMEC in terms of strain and temperature data collection, then compare these
collected data to those collected by known traditional instruments. A second goal of the project
was to use the knowledge gained during the design, deployment, and continual use of a fiber
optic sensor array to develop a deployment “protocol” to aid in future fiber optic array use.
Within the following paragraphs a synopsis of the thesis document is presented.

The unwritten objective of this research project was to simply learn the ruggedness and
effectiveness of the modern fiber optic sensor technology and how it can be better utilized
underground, and this objective was achieved. To aid in future research or professional
utilization of this technology, a deployment “protocol” has been developed from lessons learned
in the UMEC research. This protocol is intended to be a basic suggestive guide for those
considering the use of distributed fiber optic sensors and not a comprehensive single source of
information.

11.1. Conclusions
In conclusion, the objective of assessing the capabilities of a deployed fiber optic array in
an underground environment in terms of deployed cables sensing changes in environment was a
success. Each of the three operating fiber optic sensing cables recorded changes in the collected
Brillouin frequency response when changes in temperature or strain occurred in the cable’s
proximity, either by cable attachment or specific tests. The success of the cable detected
responses is due to a combination of several factors including: laboratory calibration, cable
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deployment, cable attachment, and two post-deployment experiments. A protocol developed
using the information gained by the deployment of the FOS array in the UMEC was written and
included within the thesis document to be a potential aid for future fiber optic utilizers. Within
the following paragraphs, the factors that impacted the sensor cable deployment and conclusions
associated with the research objectives are presented.
Deployment of the cables into the UMEC was one of the riskier aspects of the fiber optic
sensor research project, because the entire length of the cables would be fully exposed to the
harsh environment of the UMEC facility. This includes the sensitive cable terminations along
with the more durable sensing lengths of cable. Although it is uncertain whether the terminations
were negatively impacted, the OCC strain cable did suffer a malfunctioning termination two
months after deployment.
The grouting of the instrumented boreholes in the array was successful in the sense that
all of the sensing cables and traditional instruments were securely cemented in place in the
boreholes. Although no visual means of evaluating cement coverage was available, the low
viscosity of the cement grout and the plugs at the ends of boreholes allowed for confirmation of
full borehole cement communication. Data collected during the grouting sessions suggests that
the associated exothermic reaction produced a response in some of the fiber optic sensor cables,
but no validation data are available for comparison. Durability of the deployed cables and post
deployment operational status of the sensor cables were observed.
In terms of protective covering and creating cable response, the direct cable attachment
with cement has been a success with one exception. The Brugg_Strain sensing cable that had
been covered in cement along the east rib of the pillar was broken, possibly by falling rock
debris. All three styles of applied protective cement (borehole, trench, direct wall) provided
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examples of the flexibility of this attachment method and support for its inclusion in any FOS
deployment.
The in-house manufactured point attachment pins were very helpful when the lengths of
cable became too short for continuous direct rock attachment. By incorporating these pins into
the array in areas of poor rock conditions, both lengths of cable and time were saved from
preparing the less than ideal locations. These pins also contributed to cable protection due to
their ability to hold the cables high up along the rib and out of harm’s way. They can also be
beneficial in areas where large amounts concentrated displacements are anticipated that could
cause rupture of the cable if continuously attached. The pins distribute the displacement over a
longer distance, allowing the cable loop to survive larger displacements. Much like an
extensometer, the data gathered from this section of cable will only represent any change in the
distance between the two pins. Since this method of attachment is not continuous, the data
gathered between the pins should be interpreted as the average value across the entire interval.
From a deployment perspective, the point attachment pins are helpful, but the non-continuous
nature of this attachment negates the best data collecting feature of the fiber optic sensors. Thus,
it is recommended that only in special circumstances should point attachment tools such as these
pins be used.
The epoxy solution used as a continuous attachment method was successful in attaching
the sensor cables to the rock mass along a continuous length of cable and exposed rock. This
method is faster at attaching cable to rock than cement attachment, but several shortcomings of
this attachment method exist. Due to the humid conditions of the underground environment a
heat gun was used to cure the deployed epoxy, which required access to electricity. A solid rock
mass with few discontinuities is required for effective attachment. Overall, this method could be
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recommended for minor lengths of attachment on cleaned structurally sound rock, but not
recommended as the main attachment method for underground deployments.
As detailed in Chapter 7, the responses of the sensing cables to the differing attachment
scenarios were helpful in judging cable response because background noise could accurately be
separated out. The most drastic cable response was from the lengths of cable deployed in the
north rib protective trench. Not only was a large response confirmed in all three of the active
sensing cables, but all three of the cable signals began to dissipate as the heat dissipated after the
cement cured. Separating the responses of the strain/temperature, cable tension, and attachment
impacts on the cable response is one of the great difficulties of utilizing fiber optic sensors. The
original project design incorporated the temperature sensing cables to provide data to enable
temperature and strain separation, but the difficulty encountered with establishing reliable
absolute temperature calibrations interfered with this functionality.
Ultimately, the accuracy associated with a FOS array is in question, and the data
collected at the UMEC supports the opinion that a FOS array has the potential to be as accurate
as an array of traditional point sensing instruments. The two largest sources of error in the
UMEC deployed sensing cables were the lack of reliable calibration parameters and the lack of
the ability to distinguish strain and temperature responses of the cables. The lack of strong strain
signals at the site, while in no way surprising, made data interpretation more difficult.
The direct comparison of the traditional sensing data sets deployed in close proximity to
the FOS array is an effective means of gauging the array’s accuracy. In Chapter 8, the graphed
data show that the FOS strain sensing data sets are consistently within ±100 microstrain of the
traditional sensing data. Even with the potential calibration error of approximately 0.054 GHz
per % strain, the data support the interpretation that the Brugg V9 fiber optic strain sensors are
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capable of detecting changes in its deployed environment in the ±500 microstrain range. Activity
below this level is difficult to distinguish from the background noise of the attachments and
temperature changes. For the Mil-Tac OCC sensing cable, the calibration error was about 0.038
GHz per % strain and a similar response range of ±500 microstrain was observed. This value of
500 microstrain could be reduced with additional calibration improvements and a method of
accurately separating the influence of temperature change. To estimate the accuracy of the cable
responses, enhanced calibration parameters, temperature compensation parameters, and precise
cable response field experiments would be required.
The temperature sensing data from the Brugg cable were presented in a relative base line
format that allowed for the most accurate comparison to the traditional temperature sensing
instruments. In this format, the FOS data sets show values that are within ±6 ˚F of the traditional
temperature sensors. Although this discrepancy is rather large for a temperature sensor, several
factors exist that could explain these numbers such as: a) the change in drift temperatures due to
work being done: b) tension or compression of the temperature cable induced by the cured grout
in the boreholes: and, c) strain on lengths of the exposed sensing cables. The UMEC deployed
FOS array does not have the same accuracy as established by the manufacturer of the traditional
point sensing instrumentation. It was not the goal of this project to prove these two technologies
equal, however, it was to prove that a distributed fiber optic sensor array could operate in a
comparable manner in the same environment. Observed evidence of a response to a stimulus and
the reduction of the signal supports the opinion that the Brugg T-85 cable deployed underground
can record temperature changes in close proximity to the cables, and can return to normal data
levels after the event.
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The strain induction experiment was a success in the terms of a signal was created along
a deployed section of strain sensing cable, but the test was a failure in attaining a FOS sensor
response from a measureable source. Presented in Chapter 7 are figures that highlight the cables’
reactions to the changes in its deployed environment, and show that a possible change in local
strain was detected with both strain sensing cables. In hindsight, this experiment would have
provided better data if the grout was not allowed to flow into and around the steel pipe, and if a
stronger reaction surface was employed.
During the heat induction experiment, the Brugg T-85 temperature cable’s response
increased linearly, followed by a constant value. Taking this as a sign of potential equilibrium
within the sensing cable, the Brillouin frequency responses of the temperature cable were then
converted into absolute temperature and compared to the HOBO tidbit temperature logger data.
The values were not numerically close enough to allow confidence in the conversion of the
Brugg_Temperature data to absolute temperature values, so a conversion to a relative
temperature has been substituted instead.
Two factors that could have caused differences in the temperature data sets are the
potential variations in the temperature of the heating cable and non-uniform distance of the heat
cables from the deployed sensing cables. The experiment could have been improved by using
traditional temperature sensors, such as thermocouples adjacent to the cables in the borehole.
What was gained by this experiment was the undeniable response of the cable to a near
measurable heat source and project data that supports a relative temperature approach.
Beyond simply being a platform to display the knowledge gained by the UMEC fiber
optic sensor deployment, the protocol is a lasting contribution of this research to future FOS
users. The information gained from the design and deployment of an FOS array in an
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underground environment can aid in the general push to utilize FOS cables in increasingly harsh
environments. Besides the learned do’s and don’ts, the protocol could help facilitate future FOS
instrumentation design with the demonstrated in-house designed tools and deployment methods.
The approaches to problem solving that are discussed in the protocol provide the greatest source
of information.
The comparison of the traditional sensing instruments to the fiber optic sensors allowed
for a general numerical analysis, as well as functionality analysis. In general, the strain sensing
FOS data was more equivalent and relatable to the traditional strain sensing data than the
temperature sensing FOS data was to its counterparts.
Flexibility in the method of design and deployment of traditional sensors is an advantage
over the FOS technology used in the UMEC deployment. The FOS technologies are currently
limited by a number of inflexible design and deployment parameters including the fragile
sensing cables, necessary loop configuration required power access, and lengths of wall access.
The physical communication between the sensors and data collectors requires both technologies
to be deployed in very similar manners in difficult to reach scenarios. However, it is expected
that restrictions will decrease and design flexibility will increase as the knowledge and
capabilities of this newer technology grows.
The strain data collected by the fiber optic sensors is in most cases numerically similar to
the traditional strain data. As anticipated, the static nature of the UMEC pillar is reflected in the
lack of strain observed in all of the data sets collected by both the internal and external sensors,
as displayed in the figures showing low response numbers for both the traditional and FOS strain
sensing instruments. Disregarding the background noise effects of the FOS cables that are
generally between 50-100 microstrain, depending on the cable type and deployment positions,
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the FOS and traditional sensor data sets are relatively close. The closeness of the strain gauge
data and the FOS data from both the Brugg_Strain and OCC_Strain cables are apparent in the
Chapter 8 figures. While utilizing such small units as microstrain, the data support the
interpretation that all of the sensing instruments are sensing little to no mechanical strain in this
particular sector of the pillar and are collecting numerically similar data sets.
While the FOS and traditional strain sensing data sets are generally similar, several
discrepancies do occur between them. Possible explanations for these occurrences are differing
FOS baseline selection, temperature impact, and calibration of the sensors. Due to the changing
baselines used, the relative nature of the strain FOS data may cause the data to differ from any
non-relative data taken at a precise moment in time at the same position. With the lack of
temperature compensation in the FOS strain data, any possible influences from shifts in the local
temperature could create differences between the two data sets.
Detailed in Chapter 8, was the fact that several of the deployed traditional technology
data sets were not comparable to those produced by the FOS array due to their drastically lower
sensitivity values. The extensometer array provided no observable movement data in the static
UMEC pillar area and the TDR displayed no observable movement along its lengths deployed in
the boreholes. Not only were these results expected, the data collected using these low sensitivity
sensors provided peace of mind that no larger scale movement was overlooked in the area of
deployment.
Traditional sensors were superior in terms of ease of repair both in level of skill and tools
required. This suggests that traditional sensors are the preferable choice for areas that possess
greater risks for FOS cables. Modern solder kits and inexpensive connectors have made it
possible to easily fix any accessible piece of the traditional sensor. Although modern fiber optic
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splicing equipment has become more mobile allowing for repairs in nearly all environments, the
sophisticated design and construction of many fiber optic cables will continue to make repairing
difficult.
A direct comparison of the costs between an FOS array and a traditional sensor is
difficult to make. The large upfront price tag of the FOS array can be intimidating, but the cost
per data point and density of these collected data points is un-paralleled in the sensor industry.
Traditional point sensors are more expensive on the same cost per data point basis but does allow
for a high degree of flexibility in the deployment of the sensor. A firm research goal will help
guide the equipment selection. If closely spaced data are critical, the FOS array is definitely
worth considering.
Lacking a focused timed trial between the FOS and traditional sensors in any aspect of
the UMEC deployment, an estimation of the required time was used. A larger amount of time is
required to work with the FOS technology on the scale of the UMEC deployment due to the
larger learning curve of the technology and technical aspects of the physical deployment. In
comparison, the time required for the traditional sensors is based on the number of sensors used,
the time required increases linearly with the number of sensors. A time saving advantage to a
FOS deployment is that a minor amount of additional time will be needed to deploy a 500-meter
array compared to a 400-meter array because a vast majority of the time will be needed in the
same preparation of the cables and locations. Scale and research goal requirements will dictate
the time needed for the selected instrumentation.
A comparison of the performance of multiple FOS cable brands was undertaken to
compare the performance of the US manufactured cables to that of more established cables
manufactured by the Swiss company Brugg, which could add potential cost savings options for
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future FOS deployments. The cables being compared were deployed in similar a manner. All
pertinent factors are summarized in the following paragraphs which highlight the results and
observations found in Chapter 9 of the thesis document. In assessing the functionality of the
sensing cables, the main comparison points were the cable calibration response, cable
reparability and durability, and data provided.
•

Within the calibration phase all interactions with the cables were duplicated in both
sensing cables to provide data accuracy and comparability between the two data sets.
Each sensory glass fiber is unique; therefore, no two cables’ calibration will be identical
and the selection of the cable responses would induce slightly different amounts of error.
Attempts to calculate error were made during the initial fiber optic sensor calibration
trials, however, no error factors other than rough estimates were calculated. An attempt at
an error factor can be seen in the table located in Appendix G.

•

Splicing the cables was a time consuming task and the difficulty varied significantly with
cable type. The Brugg cables were purchased with commercial splices and terminations (at
a cost of over $1000 each) whenever possible due to the difficulty in splicing them and the
strong preference of the manufacturer to provide terminated cables. This reduced the
amount of splicing needed, but also reduced length flexibility found in the other cable sets.
In contrast, the Mil-Tac OCC and Corning Freedm cables were procured in large unterminated lengths that allowed for maximum onsite modification. When the Brugg V9
cable was broken in January, 2017, all in-house efforts to splice the cable segments back
together were unsuccessful, so it was necessary to use a professional to accomplish this
task. The relative flexibility and ease of repair suggest that the US manufactured cables are
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more conducive for FOS projects expecting large amounts of ground deformations or
design changes.
•

The durability of the sensing cables was tested in numerous ways during the deployment
and attachments stages of the project. Breaks occurred in both strain sensing cables and
in the Corning temperature sensing cable. A break in the spliced termination on the
OCC_Strain cable occurred during the deployment of the cable into BH1 and was quickly
fixed post deployment. The Brugg V9 strain sensing cable utilizes a metal protected core
and is the most robustly constructed cable tested. When the Brugg V9 was broken along
the east rib of the pillar, where the cables were directly attached to the rock surface, the
Mil-Tac OCC cable that was deployed nearby, experienced no damage from this event.
This unforeseen event was a good test of durability, and in this case, supports the opinion
that the OCC_Strain cable with its less rigid structure was the more durable strainsensing cable. During the duration of this experiment, which spanned more than a year,
the OCC_Strain cable did not break along its sensing length. The Brugg T-85 temperature
sensing cable did not break either, but it has not been subjected to the strains faced by the
two strain-sensing cables.

•

The data provided by the strain sensing cable brand comparison have allowed several
conclusions to be drawn about how the different brands of sensing cables respond to
deployment and attachment. Although both the Brugg V9 and Mil-Tac OCC cables
responded similarly to changes experienced along their lengths, when not impacted by a
dirty termination, the OCC_Strain cable displayed a slightly larger average response
range than the Brugg V9 cable. This heightened range excludes the specifically recorded
events which are presented in Chapter 7. In the figures presented in Chapter 9, the larger
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data response ranges of the OCC_Strain cable are clearly evident, which are less than 100
microstrain larger than those of the comparing Brugg cable. These larger signal response
fluctuations could be due to variations in the calibration process or the differing
construction, but this response range is smaller than the approximate accuracy of the
UMEC deployed sensing cables.
•

The temperature sensing cable comparison was limited since the Corning cable lasted for
only seven days and the data recorded during this time was difficult to interpret. The
primary conclusions are that the large bending radius of the Corning cable corresponds to
its large diameter which, 1) makes it more difficult to deploy than the smaller diameter of
the Brugg T-85, and 2) makes it less durable as a sensor.
In conclusion, while the short lifespan of the Corning cable prevented in depth

comparison of the temperature sensing cables, a thorough comparison was made between the
strain-sensing cables. The Brugg V9 cable initially produced smoother data sets, but has been
responding erratically after having been broken and repaired. The Mil-Tac OCC cable was
observed to have an accuracy level and durability approximately equal to the Brugg V9 cable.
Based on its performance in this project, the Mil-Tac OCC cable may be considered as a lower
cost alternative in future FOS deployments.

11.2. Recommendations
The information attained through this research suggests that distributed fiber optic
technology can be successfully used in the underground environment. Three main
recommendations are provided to enhance future applications and research.
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1) The importance of thorough calibration should not be underestimated. Without a
thorough calibration of the fiber optic cables’ response to stimuli, it is difficult to
draw quantitative conclusions or make quantitative comparisons.
2) One potential method of direct cable to rock attachment that was not explored in this

project is the use of shotcrete. Although not in use at the UMEC during the cable
deployment, shotcrete is commonly used throughout the underground and mining
industry and could be used as a medium to cover or embed a fiber optic sensor array.
The advantages of achieving continuous direct rock contact using the shotcrete
covering would be reduced deployment time and increased cable protection.
3) Although a great deal was learned about deployment, operation, and maintenance of

FOS sensor arrays, the static conditions in the UMEC that were ideal for providing a
safe and research friendly environment were less than ideal in terms of providing
natural strain signals that could be used to test the performance of the cables. It is
highly recommended that the FOS array be deployed in a more dynamic location in
order to definitively establish the abilities and limitations of distributed fiber optic
sensor technology.
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12.

Appendix

12.1. Appendix A: Auto Cad drawing of UMEC deployed sensors

Figure 51: Auto Cad drawing of deployed strain sensing FOS cables
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Figure 52: Auto Cad drawing of the temperature sensing FOS cables
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12.2. Appendix B: Auto Cad drawing of UMEC deployment area

Figure 53: Auto Cad drawing of UMEC deployment area
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12.3. Appendix C: All Fiber Optic Sensor Scan Dates & Breaks
Table XVI: All Fiber Optic Sensor Scan Dates & Breaks

Brugg V9 Fiber
Topic
Calibrating

Description
laboratory testing
Field deployment
Scanning
Scanning
down for software fix
Scanning
Deployed Fiber Scanning
Scanning
Down for silixa experiment
Fiber Broken
Fixed
Temperature
Fiber Tests
Temperature
Strain

From
To
08/10/15 09/10/15
07/27/16 08/04/16
08/04/16 08/10/16
08/10/16 08/18/16 break
08/28/16 09/14/16
09/14/16 09/30/16
09/30/16 10/15/16 break
10/27/16 11/02/16 break
11/14/16 11/22/16
12/15/16 01/18/16
03/24/16 Silixia
03/30/17 03/31/17 test 1
04/19/17 04/21/17 test 2
04/05/17
test 1

08/22/16 08/27/16

10/17/16 10/27/16
11/08/16 11/10/16 break

11/14/16

Miltec-OCC
Topic
Descripton
Calibrating fiber laboratory testing
Field Deployment
Scanning
Scanning
down for software fix
Deployed Fiber Scanning
Scanning
Scanning
Down for silixa experiment
Fiber Brugg V9 Broken

Fiber Tests

Temperature
Temperature
Strain

From
To
08/02/15 09/05/15
07/27/16 08/04/16
08/04/16 08/10/16
08/10/16 08/18/16 break
08/28/16 09/14/16
09/14/16 09/30/16
09/30/16 10/15/16 break
10/27/16 11/02/16 break
11/14/16 11/22/16
12/15/16 01/18/16

08/22/16 08/27/16

10/17/16 10/27/16
11/08/16 11/10/16 break

11/14/16

03/30/17 03/31/17 test 1
04/19/17 04/21/17 test 2
04/05/17
test 1

Brugg-T-85
Topic
Description
From
To
Calibrating fiber Laboratory Testing
11/12/15 11/15/15
Field Deployment
07/27/16 08/08/16
Scanning
08/04/16 08/10/16
Scanning
08/10/16 08/18/16 break
down for software fix
08/28/16 09/14/16
Deployed Fiber Scanning
09/14/16 09/30/16
Scanning
09/30/16 10/15/16 break
Scanning
10/27/16 11/02/16 break
Down for silixa experiment 11/14/16 11/22/16
Fiber Brugg V9 Broken
12/15/16 01/18/16
Temperature
03/30/17 03/31/17 test 1
Fiber Tests
Temperature
04/19/17 04/21/17 test 2
Strain
04/05/17
test 1

08/22/16 08/27/16

10/17/16 10/27/16
11/08/16 11/10/16 break

Corning Freedm Cable
Topic
Calibrating fiber
DeployedFiber

Description
Laboratory Testing
Field Deployment
Scanning
Scanning
Down

From
To
11/12/15
11/15/15
07/27/16
08/08/16
08/04/16
08/10/16
08/10/16
08/18/16 break
break in the line

08/22/16

11/14/16
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12.4. Appendix D: Thermocouple Readings
Table XVII: Thermocouple Readings

BH1 25'
BH1 50'
BH1 75'
BH2 25'
BH2 50'
BH2 75'
Dates
Fahrenheit Fahrenheit Fahrenheit Fahrenheit Fahrenheit Fahrenheit
8/12/16 11:50 AM
64.3
68.5
69
65.3
64.4
69.1
9/29/16 1:30 PM
57.2
58.4
60.1
58.3
58.1
60.3
10/12/16 12:00 AM
55.1
54.5
56.4
55.2
56.4
57.2
1/19/17 11:30 AM
54.2
54.2
53.6
54.2
55.6
54.3
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12.5. Appendix E: Extensometer Readings
Table XVIII: Extensometer Readings

South Side of Pillar
measurements
Built 9-30
Point : Point
30-Sep Oct 11th Nov 14th
1:02 8' 7 1/2"
8' 7 1/2" 8' 7 1/2"
1:04 2' 5 1/4"
2' 5 1/4" 2' 5 1/4"
2:03 10' 1 5/16" 10' 1 5/16" 10' 1 5/16"
2:06 24' 4"
24' 4"
24' 4"
3:06 17' 3 1/8" 17' 3 1/8" 17' 3 1/8"
4:05 11' 8 1/2" 11' 8 1/2" 11' 8 1/2"
5:06 20' 6 1/4" 20' 6 1/4" 20' 6 1/4"

Dec 19th
8' 7 1/2"
2' 5 1/4"
10' 1 5/16"
24' 4"
17' 3 1/8"
11' 8 1/2"
20' 6 1/4"

East Side of Pillar
measurements
Built Oct 11th
Point : Point
Oct 11th Nov 14th Dec 19th
1:02 9' 2 1/4" 9' 2 1/4" 9' 2 1/4"
1:05 3' 8 5/8" 3' 8 5/8" 3' 8 5/8"
2:03 12' 4 3/8" 12' 4 3/8" 12' 4 3/8"
2:06 4' 1 1/8" 4' 1 1/8" 4' 1 1/8"
3:04 6' 6 1/4" 6' 6 1/4" 6' 6 1/4"
4:06 19' 3 3/16"19' 3 3/16"19' 3 3/16"
5:06 8' 4 1/16" 8' 4 1/16" 8' 4 1/16"
5:07 13' 4 1/8" 13' 4 1/8" 13' 4 1/8"
North Side of Pillar
measurements
Built Oct 11th
Point : Point
Oct 11th Nov 14th Dec 19th
1:02 17' 10 1/4"17' 10 1/4"17' 10 1/4"
1:03 9' 6 1/4" 9' 6 1/4" 9' 6 1/4"
1:04 10' 2"
10' 2"
10' 2"
2:03 12' 7 1/3" 12' 7 1/3" 12' 7 1/3"
3:04 8' 1 1/16" 8' 1 1/16" 8' 1 1/16"
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12.6. Appendix F: Tidbit Temperature Readings
Table XIX: Tidbit Temperature Readings
Tidbit Temperature Record
Tidbit Temperature Test Record
15 min scan interval
5 min scan interval
Tempearture (˚F) Date/Time
Temperature (˚F)
Date/Time
7/29/2016 17:00
55.906
5/31/2017 10:00
62.254
7/29/2016 17:15
55.515
5/31/2017 10:02
62.158
7/29/2016 17:30
55.342
5/31/2017 10:18
62.234
7/29/2016 17:45
55.213
5/31/2017 10:15
62.437
7/29/2016 18:00
55.125
5/31/2017 10:20
62.558
7/29/2016 18:15
55.125
5/31/2017 10:25
63.015
7/29/2016 18:30
55.038
5/31/2017 10:30
63.432
7/29/2016 18:45
55.038
5/31/2017 10:35
63.784
7/29/2016 19:00
54.995
5/31/2017 10:40
63.821
7/29/2016 19:15
54.995
5/31/2017 10:45
64.121
7/29/2016 19:30
54.909
5/31/2017 10:50
64.365
7/29/2016 19:45
54.909
5/31/2017 10:55
63.462
7/29/2016 20:00
54.909
5/31/2017 11:00
63.351
7/29/2016 20:15
54.82
5/31/2017 11:05
63.262
7/29/2016 20:30
54.82
5/31/2017 11:10
63.518
7/29/2016 20:45
54.82
5/31/2017 11:15
63.304
7/29/2016 21:00
54.777
5/31/2017 11:20
62.233
7/29/2016 21:15
54.82
5/31/2017 11:25
62.542
7/29/2016 21:30
54.777
5/31/2017 11:30
62.454
7/29/2016 21:45
54.691
5/31/2017 11:35
62.191
7/29/2016 22:00
54.734
5/31/2017 11:40
62.962
7/29/2016 22:15
54.777
5/31/2017 11:45
62.364
7/29/2016 22:30
54.691
5/31/2017 11:50
62.577
7/29/2016 22:45
54.561
5/31/2017 11:55
63.875
7/29/2016 23:00
54.561
5/31/2017 12:00
63.856

Tidbit Attachment Temperature Record
15 min scan interval
Temperature (˚F)
Date/Time
10/5/2016 11:00
53.154
10/5/2016 11:15
53.42
10/5/2016 11:30
53.655
10/5/2016 11:45
54.052
10/5/2016 12:00
54.487
10/5/2016 12:15
54.853
10/5/2016 12:30
54.987
10/5/2016 12:45
54.687
10/5/2016 13:00
54.786
10/5/2016 13:15
54.851
10/5/2016 13:30
55.134
10/5/2016 13:45
55.084
10/5/2016 14:00
54.762
10/5/2016 14:15
54.431
10/5/2016 14:30
54.313
10/5/2016 14:45
54.675
10/5/2016 15:00
54.234
10/5/2016 15:15
54.746
10/5/2016 15:30
54.624
10/5/2016 15:45
54.331
10/5/2016 16:00
54.231
10/5/2016 16:15
54.012
10/5/2016 16:30
53.871
10/5/2016 16:45
53.684
10/5/2016 17:00
53.785
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12.7. Appendix G: Cable Calibration Calculations
Table XX: Cable Calibration Calculations
Brugg V9
sensed
measured
difference (micro strain)
averaged data
difference (micro strain)
sensed
measured
difference (micro strain)
averaged data
difference (micro strain)
sensed
measured
difference (micro strain)
averaged data
difference (micro strain)

2192.250823
2109.091
83.159914
1982.447279
-126.643630
2188.803
2109.091
79.712
1978.171
-130.920
2191.390067
2109.091
82.299158
2263.142070
154.051161

2669.712057
2754.55
-84.833398
2480.306375
-274.239079
2673.903
2754.545
-80.642
2471.143
-283.402
2668.955405
2754.55
-85.590050
2743.285935
-11.259520

3044.943860
3118
-73.237958
2871.568646
-246.613172
3055.912
3118.182
-62.269
2859.351
-258.831
3055.686115
3118
-62.495704
3132.104726
13.922907

3491.062547
3491
0.153456
3336.746195
-154.162896
3472.185
3490.909
-18.724
3282.379
-208.530
3475.226657
3491
-15.682434
3553.910500
63.001409

3902.030713
3827
74.757985
3765.271539
-62.001188
3909.196
3827.273
81.924
3726.481
-100.791
3908.741757
3827
81.469030
3989.766285
162.493558

GHz
MHz

average range of intercept -average
-0.008
-8.107

average
cut average

slope
32.740187

intercept
10.520014

-0.008

pro
central
distal

32.794685
33.587439
34.278465
30.518150

0.847252
1.538278
-2.222038

average error
0.054497

0.000244
244.349420

Mil-Tac OCC
sensed
measured
difference (micro strain)
averaged data
difference (micro strain)

1441.390994

2034.412009

2532.104472

2839.381783

1230.303
1748.485
211.088 285.927161
1455.718285 2015.705725
225.415255
267.220876

2251.515
280.589321
2484.859082
233.343930

2572.727
266.654511
2753.849704
181.122431

Slope (GHz / % strain)
AVG
STDEV.P
%Diff

42.310
1.869
17.167%

Intercept (GHz)
10.890
0.011
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12.8. Appendix F: UCS Test Data, ULT Data, Brazilian Test Data, Plots

created from the Triaxial Tests conducted on UMEC samples
Table XXI: UCS Test Data

Sample Diameter (in) Peak Stress (psi)
UCS-1
1.708
18,130
UCS 2-1
1.693
19,932
UCS 3-2
1.695
18,655
UCS 3-3
1.717
16,982
Sample Diameter (in)
UCS-1
1.708
UCS 2-1
1.693
UCS 3-2
1.695
UCS 3-3
1.717

UCS
7,913
8,854
8,267
7,334

UCS Young's Modulus
7,913
7.0E+06
8,854
8.0E+06
8,267
8.0E+06
7,334
7.0E+06

Table XXII: ULT Data
Alt data
Results
Sample ID height (mm)
dia. (mm) Mass (g) Density (g/mm^3)
P-wave (m/s)S-wave (m/s)
Poisson's RatYoung's M (Kpa)
1-1A
108.52
43.6
438.25
0.0027
4797.34
2462.17
0.32
43329552
1-2A
107.79
43.82
435.56 0.00268
4328.91
2065.3
0.35
30919446
2-1A
102.52
43.86
417.55
0.0021
4006.92
2074.15
0.32
30546786
2-2A
103.99
43.9
423.5 0.00269
3251.13
1650.37
0.33
19441080
3-1A
101.23
43.83
411.75
0.0027
4028.48
2190.91
0.29
33385850
3-2A
98.12
43.86
399.16 0.00269
4170.25
2144.98
0.32
32708418
3-3A
104.61
43.87
424.51 0.00268
4016.84
2058.92
0.32
30086070
3-4A
106.21
43.87
431.72 0.00269
3973.65
2035.06
0.32
29451382
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Table XXIII: Brazilian Test Data
Brazilian Results
Sample ID test
Dia. (in) L1 (in)
L2 (in)
Force (KN) Force (pound force) Tensile (psi)
Sample ID valid
1.724
0.765
0.767
13.27
2983.10
1438.07
Sample ID valid
1.714
0.8
0.783
10.93
2457.06
1153.01
Sample ID valid
1.7
0.768
0.764
8.36
1879.33
918.77
Sample ID valid
1.718
0.686
0.704
10.64
2391.87
1275.29
Sample ID valid
1.717
0.761
0.754
12.77
2870.70
1405.12
Sample ID valid
1.703
0.715
0.711
10.85
2439.08
1278.80
3-3D
valid
1.696
0.77
0.752
14.26
3205.65
1581.20
2-1A
not valid
1.693
0.757
0.774
7.68
1726.46
848.08
2-2A
not valid
1.708
0.774
0.764
9.3
2090.64
1013.32
2-3A
not valid
1.698
0.726
0.731
11.53
2591.94
1333.95
2-4A
not valid
1.7
0.796
0.776
11.63
2614.42
1245.62
1-1A
maybe
1.708
0.816
0.805
8.48
1906.30
876.66
1-2A
not valid
1.708
0.743
0.735
9.31
2092.89
1055.59
1-3A
valid
1.707
0.804
0.778
13.2
2967.36
1399.07
1-4A
valid
1.707
0.809
0.812
12.97
2915.66
1341.62
1-5A
valid
1.707
0.807
0.816
11.19
2515.51
1156.07
1-6A
maybe
1.707
0.878
0.871
11.02
2477.30
1056.49
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30000
20000
10000

0
-0.002
0
-10000
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R² = 0.9976
0.002
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30000
20000
10000
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Figure 54: Plots created from the Triaxial Tests conducted on UMEC samples

